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ABSTRACT
An existing FORTRAN IV computer program for blade-to-blade aerodynamic anal-
ysis of turbomachine blades was revised to obtain a simpler program consistent with re-
lated programs. The analysis is for two-dimensional, subsonic, compressible (or in-
compressible), nonviscous flow in a circular or straight infinite cascade of blades,
which may be fixed or rotating. The flow may be axial, radial, or mixed, and the
stream channel thickness may cha_ge in the through-flow direction. The results include
streamline coordinates, velocity magnitude and direction throughout the passage, and
the blade-surface velocities. This report includes a complete description of the input
required by the program and the program listing.
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REVISED FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING VELOCITIES AND STREAMLINES
ON A BLADE-TO-BLADE STREAM SURFACEOF A TURBOMACHINE
by Theodore Katsanis and William D. McNally
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
An existing FORTRAN IV computer program for blade-to-blade aerodynamic analysis
of turbomachine blades was revised to obtain a simpler program consistent with related
programs. The analysis is for two-dimensional, subsonic, compressible (or incompres-
sible), nonviscous flow in a circular or straight infinite cascade of blades, which may be
fixed or rotating. The flow may be axial, radial, or mixed, and the stream channel
thickness may change in the through-flow direction.
The program input consists of blade and stream channel geometry, total flow condi-
tions, inlet and outlet flow angles, and blade-to-blade stream channel weight flow. The
output includes blade-surface velocities, velocity magnitude and direction at all interior
mesh points in the blade-to-blade passage, and streamline coordinates throughout the
passage.
This report includes a complete description of the input required by the program and
the program listing.
INTRODUCTION
In the design of blade rows for compressors and turbines, it is desirable to obtain
fluid velocities in the blade-to-blade passage and particularly on the blade surfaces. The
trend to highly loaded blading results in widely spaced blades with less of the passage
within a guided channel between blades. Stream filament techniques, applicable only
within guided channels, can therefore no longer be used to obtain velocities over the en-
tire blade surfaces. However, finite-difference methods can be used to obtain a solution
of the stream-function differential equation in both the guided and unguided portions of the
passage.
Computer programs have been written which generate coefficients for the finite-
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difference equations, solve these equations, anddifferentiate the resulting values of
stream function to obtain velocities throughout the blade-to-blade passageand on the blade
surfaces. This wasdonein reference 1 for single blade row turbomachines or cascades,
and in reference 2 for tandem or slotted blade machines.
When the program of reference 2 (TANDEM) was written, many improvements were
made over the single blade row program (2DCP) of reference 1. This report describes a
new program (TURBLE) which solves the same problem as 2DCP but incorporates all of
the improvements of TANDEM. The coding in TURBLE is both simpler and more fool-
proof than that of 2DCP. Another reason for writing TURBLE has to do with the magnifi-
cation program (MAGNFY) described in reference 3. The input to TURBLE has the same
form as the input to TANDEM, and this simplifies the input coding to the magnification
program (MAGNFY) of reference 3. It also allows the person using both TURBLE and
TANDEM to put his input data in the same form in both cases. Further, TURBLE allows
more interior mesh points in the solution region, and has its own error package indepen-
dent of the Lewis computer system. Finally, the output of TURBLE has been expanded
and clarified compared to the output of 2DCP.
Like 2DCP, TURBLE obtains the numerical solution for ideal, subsonic, compres-
sible (or incompressible) flow for an axial-, radial-, or mixed-flow cascade of turboma-
chine blades. The cascade may be circular or straight (infinite), and may be fixed or ro-
tating. The coordinates used are meridional streamline distance and angle in radians.
This report includes a complete description of input and program listing for
TURBLE. The mathematical analysis, the detailed program procedure, and the program
output for TURBLE are all very similar to that for TANDEM (ref. 2).
A TURBLE source deck on tape is available from COSMIC (Computer Software Man-
agement and Information Center), Computer Center, University of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia 30601. The program number is COSMIC number LEW-10788.
SYMBOLS
m meridional streamline distance, meters, see figs. 1 and 2
r radius from axis of rotation, meters
s angular blade spacing or pitch, rad
V_ tangential component of absolute fluid velocity, meters/sec
W fluid velocity relative to blade, meters/sec
z axial coordinate, meters
angle between meridional streamline and axis of rotation, rad, see fig. 1
angle between relative velocity vector and meridional plane, rad, see fig. 1
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le leading edge
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te trailing edge
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT
The computer program requires as input a geometrical description in m- _ coordi-
nates of the blade surfaces, a description in m-r coordinates of the stream channel
Figure 1. - Cylindrical coordinate system and velocity components.
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Figu re 2. - Blade-to-bLade surface of revolution.
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re  t r .  lu n bers r   
through the blades, appropriate gas constants, and operating conditions such as inlet
temperature and density, inlet and outlet flow angles, weight flow, and rotational speed.
Figures 1 and 2 show the m- _ coordinate system for a typical blade-to-blade surface of
revolution. Output obtained from the program includes velocity magnitude and direction
at all interior mesh points in the blade-to-blade passage, blade-surface velocities,
stream-function values throughout the blade-to-blade region of solution, and streamline
locations.
Input
Figure 3 shows the input variables as they are punched on the data cards. There
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Figure 5. - Geometric input variables on a blade. BETI and BETO angles must be given as true angle 13,
not as angles measured in m-O plane. Use tan 13: r deldm to obtain !3, or measure true angle.
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are shown in figures 4 to 6. All input variables are described in the section which fol-
lows. Further explanation of key variables is given in the section Instructions for Pre-
paring Input.
The input variables are as follows:
CAM specific heat ratio
gas constant, joule/(kg)(°K)
inlet stagnation temperature, OK
inlet stagnation density, kg/meter 3
mass flow per blade for the stream channel, kg/sec
rotational speed, w, rad/sec (Note that w is negative if rotation
is in the opposite direction of that shown in fig. 1)
value of overrelaxation factor to be used in the solution of the inner
iteration simultaneous equations (If ORF = 0, the program
calculates an estimated value for the overrelaxation factor.
See p. 10 for discussion.)







/_e along BG with respect to m-direction, deg
/3te along CF with respect to m-direction, deg
overall length of blade in m-direction, meters (fig. 4)
angular 0-coordinate for center of trailing-edge circle of blade
with respect to the center of leading-edge circle of blade, rad
(fig.4)
number of vertical mesh lines from AH to BG inclusive (fig.4)
I l t f r i  \ ing edge 
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number of vertical mesh lines from AH to CF inclusive (fig. 4)
total number of vertical mesh lines in the m-direction from AH to
DE, maximum of 100 (fig. 4)
number of mesh spaces in 0-direction between AB and GH, maxi-
mum of 50 (fig. 4)
number of blades
number of spline points for stream channel radius (RMSP) and
thickness (BESP) coordinates, maximum of 50 (fig. 6)
leading-edge radii of the two blade surfaces, meters (fig. 5)
trailing-edge radii of the two blade surfaces, meters (fig. 5)
angles (with respect to m-direction) at tangent points of leading-
edge radii with the two blade surfaces, deg (fig. 5) (These must
be true angles in degrees. If angles are measured in the m- e
plane, i.e. de/dm, BETI1 and BETI2 can be obtained from the
relation tan /3 = r(d0/dm). )
angles (with respect to m-direction) at tangent points of trailing-
edge radii with the two blade surfaces, deg (fig. 5) (These must
also be true angles in degrees, like BETI1 and BETI2. )
number of blade spline points given for each surface as input,
maximum of 50 (These include the first and last points (dummies)
that are tangent to the leading- and trailing-edge radii (fig. 5). )
arrays of m-coordinates of spline points on the two blade surfaces,
measured from the blade leading edge, meters (fig. 5) (The first
and last points in each of these arrays can be blank or have a
dummy value, since these points are calculated by the program.
If blanks are used, and the last point is on a new card, a blank
card must be used. )
arrays of 0- coordinates of spline points corresponding to MSP1 and
MSP2, rad (fig. 5) (Dummy values are also used here in posi-
tions corresponding to those in MSP1 and MSP2. )
array of m-coordinates of spline points for the stream channel
radii and the stream channel thicknesses, meters (fig. 6) (MR is
measured from the leading edge of the blade. These coordinates
should cover the entire distance from AH to DE, and may extend
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array of r-coordinates of spline points for the stream channel
radii, corresponding to the MR array, meters (fig. 6)
array of stream channelnormal thicknesses corresponding'to the
MR andRMSParrays, meters (fig. 6)
The remaining variables, starting with BLDAT, are used to indicate what output is de-
sired. A value of zero for any of thesevariables will causethe outputassociatedwith
that variable to be omitted. A value of 1 will causethe corresponding output to be printed
for the final outer iteration only; 2, for the first andfinal iterations; and 3, for all outer
iterations. Care shouldbeused not to call for more output than is really useful. The








all geometrical information which does not change from iteration to iteration
(i. e., coordinates and first and second derivatives of all blade surface spline
points; blade coordinates and blade slopes where vertical mesh lines meet
each blade surface; radii and stream channel thicknesses corresponding to
each vertical mesh line; m- coordinate, stream channel radius and thick-
ness, and blade surface angles and slopes where horizontal mesh lines inter-
sect each blade; and ITV and IV arrays (internal variables describing the lo-
cation of the blade surfaces with respect to the finite difference grid). )
the coefficient array, the constant vector, and the indexes of all adjacent points
for each point in the finite-difference mesh (This information is needed for
debugging the program only. )
the maximum change in the stream function at any point for each iteration of the
SOR equation, eq. (AS), ref. 2
value of the stream function at each unknown mesh point in the region
streamline 0- coordinates at each vertical mesh line, and streamline plot
velocity and flow angle at each iterior mesh point
m-coordinate, surface velocity, flow angle, distance along surface, and
W/Wcr based on meridional velocity components where each vertical mesh
line meets each blade surface; m-coordinate, surface velocity, flow angle,
distance along surface, and W/Wcr based on tangential velocity components
where each horizontal mesh line meets each blade surface; and plot of blade-
surface velocities against meridional streamline distance, meters. (It is sug-
gested that SURVL=3 be used. This will give surface velocities after each
outer iteration, so that satisfactory velocities may be obtained even when
final convergence is not reached. )
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Instructions for Preparing Input
Units of measurement. - The International System of Units (ref. 4) is used through-
out this report. However, the program does not use any constants which depend on the
system of units being used. Therefore, any consistent set of units may be used in pre-
paring input for the program. For example, if force, length, temperature, and time are
chosen independently, mass units are obtained from force = mass x acceleration. The
gas constant R must then have the units of force times length divided by mass times
temperature (energy per unit mass per degree temperature). Density is mass per unit
volume, and weight flow is mass per unit time. Output then gives velocity in the chosen
units of length per unit time. Since any consistent set of units can be employed, the out-
put is not labeled with any units.
Blade and stream channel geometry. - The upper and lower surfaces of the blade are
each defined by specifying three things: leading- and trailing-edge radii, angles at which
these radii are tangent to the blade surfaces, and m- and _-coordinates of several points
along each surface. These angles and coordinates are used to define a cubic spline curve
fit (ref. 5) to the surface. The standard sign convention is used for angles, as indicated
in figure 5.
A cubic spline curve is a piecewise cubic polynomial which expresses mathematically
the shape taken by an idealized spline passing through the given points. Reference 5 de-
scribes a method for determining the equation of the spline curve. Using this method,
few points are required to specify most blade shapes accurately, usually no more than
five or six, in addition to the two end points. As a guide, enough points should be speci-
fied _o that a physical spline passing through these points would accurately follow the
blade shape. This means that the spline points should be closer where there is large
curvature and farther apart where there is small curvature.
The coordinates for either surface of the blade are given with respect to the leading
edge, with the leading edge of the blade being defined as the furthest point upstream.
The mean stream surface of revolution (as seen in the meridional plane, fig. 6) and
the stream channel thickness are also fitted with cubic spline curves. The m-coordinates
for the mean stream surface are independent of the m-coordinates for blade surfaces.
Inlet and outlet flow angles. - The values of _le and i3te are given as average val-
ues on BG and CF, respectively. If the flow is axial these flow angles are the same as
the flow angles at AH and DE. If flow is radial or mixed, and these angles are not known
on BG and CF, 131e and t3te must be calculated by equation (B15) of reference 1 or
equation (B14) of reference 2.
Defining the mesh. - A finite-difference mesh is used for the solution of the basic
differential equation. A typical mesh pattern is shown in figure 7. The mesh spacing and
the extent of the upstream and downstream regions are determined by the values of MBI,
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Figure 7. -Typical mesh in blade-to-blade solution region.
MBO, and MM of the input. The mesh spacing must be chosen so that there are not more
than 2500 unknown mesh points.
Values of MBI, MBO, and MM should be determined so that the mesh which results
has blocks which are approximately square. To achieve this, a value for NBBI is first
chosen arbitrarily (15 to 20 is typical). NBBI is the number of mesh spaces spanning the
blade pitch, s, where s = 2_/NBL. Dividing s by NBBI gives the mesh spacing, HT, in
the 0-direction in radians. Muliplying HT by an average radius (RMSP) of the stream
channel gives an average value for the actual mesh spacing in the 0-direction. The value
of CHORD should then be used with this tangential mesh spacing to calculate the approxi-
mate number of mesh spaces along the blade in the m-direction. This will give MBO
once MBI is chosen. Generally, MBI is given a value of 10. MM, likewise, is usually
given a value 10 more than MBO.
Overrelaxation factor. - ORF is the overrelaxation factor used in each inner itera-
tion in the solution of the simultaneous finite difference equations. (See ref. 2, p. 101).
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ORF may be set to zero, or somevalue between1 and 2. ORF is usually given as zero
for the initial run of a given blade geometry and meshspacing (MBI, NBBI, etc. ). In
this case the program uses extra time and calculates an optimum value for ORF. It does
this by meansof an iterative process, and on eachiteration the current estimate of the
optimum value for ORF is printed.
ORF. If the user does not change
runs, even thoughblade geometry
timate of ORF in the input, saving
is not zero, it shouldhave a value
Actually, the value of ORF is
Thefinal estimate is the oneused by the program for
the mesh indexesMBI, MBO, MM, andNBBI between
or other input does change,he mayuse this final es-
the time used in its computation. In all cases, if ORF
greater than 1 andless than 2.
not as critical as the user might think. It gets more
critical as the optimum value gets close to 2. For any run of a given set of data, only
small changeswill occur in the rate of convergencein SORas long as the difference
2.0 - ORF is within 10percent of its optimum value.
Format for input data. - All the numbers on the card beginning with MBI and on the
card beginning with BLDAT are integers (no decimal point) in a 5-column field (see
fig. 3). These must all be right adjusted. The input variables on all other data cards are
real numbers (punch decimal point) in a 10-column field.
Incompressible flow. - While the program is written for compressible flow, it can
be easily used for incompressible flow. To do so specify GAM = 1.5, AR = 1000, and
TIP = 106 as input. This results in a single outer iteration of the program to obtain the
stream function solution.
Straight infinite cascade. - The program is as easily applied to straight infinite cas-
cades as circular cascades. Since the radius and number of blades (NBL) for such a
cascade would actually be infinite, an artificial convention must be adopted. The user
should pick a value for NBL, for instance 20 or 30. Then, since the blade pitch sr
(fig. 4) is known, an artificial radius can be computed from
r- NBL*(sr)
277
This r should be used to compute the P-coordinates requires as input (THSP1, THSP2,
and STGR) by dividing coordinates in the tangential direction by r.
Axial flow. - For a two-dimensional cascade with constant stream channel thickness,
constant values should be given for the MR, RMSP, and BESP arrays. Only two points
are required for each of these arrays in this case. The two values of MR should be
chosen so that they are further upstream and downstream than the boundaries AH and DE.
The two values of RMSP and BESP should equal the constants r and b.
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-0 0.116,)000E-Ol 0.1538000E-Ol -0.5310000E-02 
BLADE SURFACE 2 LOWER SURFACE 
RI2 R02 BETI2 BET02 
0.3810000E-02 0.8890000E-03 -14.200000 -56.100000 
MSP2 ARRAY 
-0 0.8515000E-02 0.1715000l-01 0.2572500E-Ol 
THSP2 ARRAY 
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8LADE DATA AT I~TERSECTIONS OF VERTICAL MESH LINES IIITH BLADES 
BUIDE SURFACE 1 BLADE SURFO\CE 2 
2 
M TV DTDMY TV DTDMV 
a 0 0.10000E 11 .12566 -0.10000E 11 
0.25088E-02 0.10966E-Ol 1.56401 0.11482 -1.10043 
0.':>0176E-02 0.14447E-Ol 1.20260 0.11291 -0.71758 
0.75265£-02 0.16958E-Ol 0.79010 0.11099 -0.8494" 
0.10035E-Ol 0.18373E-Ol 0.32903 0.10850 -1.15031 
STREAM SHEEf CDOROINATES AND THICKNESS TABLE {': M R SAL B DB/OM -0.35124E-Ol .33020 -0 .10160 -0 2 ;/. -0.32615E-Ol 0.33020 -0 0.10160 -0 
3 -0.30106E-Ol 0.33020 -0 0.10160 -0 
4 -0.27597E-OI O. H020 -0 0.10160 -0 
5 -0.250B8E-Ol 0.33020 -0 0.10160 -0 




2 < 1 1 0 19 
2 21 a 19 
} 41 0 19 
4 61 0 19 


























































































TABLE I. - Continued. SAMPLE OUTPUT 
M COORDINATES OF INTERSECTIONS OF HORIZONTAL MESH LINES WITH BLADE 
MH ARRAY - BLADE SURFACE 1 
2-< MH RMH BEH SElAH 
0 0.3302 0.1016 '10.000 
0.6l32E-0} 0.3302 0.101b 51.U41 
0.3562E-02 0.3102 0.101b 25.052 
0.1 'lObE-Ol 0.3302 0.1016 -2'1.610 
0.l201E-01 0.3302 0.1016 -40.0'15 
0.2420E-Ol 0.3302 0.1016 -46.76b 
1:" .... , -".,' '"',.,' , 
'1H RHH BEH SEfAH 
2 0.6132E-03 0.33 2 0.1016 -57.041 
0.415'1E-02 0.3302 0.1016 -13.2'14 
0.1l40E-01 0.3302 0.1016 -23.596 
0.153'1E-Ol 0.3302 0.1016 -31.013 
0.1650E-Ol 0.3302 0.1016 -36.16'1 
1:"'" """,.," " """',., "" "'" IT THETA 
-17 -0.10681 





IT IP IPI IP2 IP3 I P4 A III h (21 A(31 A(41 K 
IJoI ITl 0 
7 -< 0 20 2 -0 21 O. O. O. 1. 0000 O. 1 L 1 3 1 22 O. O. O. 1.0 000 O. 
2 3 2 4 2 23 O. O. O. 1.000 0 O. 
3 4 3 5 3 l.4 O. O. O. 1.00000 U. 











































































































































































{J"""" ,.,""' ,., ,.,"'" ESTIMATED OPTIMUM ORF 1.999756 
8 ESTIMATED OPTIMUM ORF ~ 1.999655 
ESTIMATED OPTIMUM ORF 1.999655 
ESTIMATED OPTIMUM ORF 1.999655 
ESTIMATED OPTIMUM ORF 1.999655 
{
ERROR ~ 1.72602609 
ERROR E 1.H4942096 
9 ERROR % 1.58245170 
ERROR = 1.51459141 
ERROR 1.53313121 
SUE.IIM FUNCTION V.llLUES 
1M • 1 ITI z 0 
0.02722913 0.07706153 0.1269'tOl0 
0.52782147 0.5779930't 0.62811383 
10 J 1M ~ 2 ITl a 0 
0.02122907 0.07706L 50 0.1269'tOl0 
0.52782770 0.57799344 O. b2811419 
1M = 3 1T1 : 0 
0.02718600 0.07699412 0.12685510 
0.52787091 0.57805996 0.628197b6 








M COOROI ~A TE STREA~ FN. THETA 
12 -< -0.3512353E-Ol 0.2000000 0.21756271'-01 
0.8000000 0.9700366E-Ol 
-0.3261471E-Ol 0.20000 0 o. 211S627E-0 1 
0.80 0000 0.9700367E-01 
-0.3010588E-01 0.2000000 0.217681'JE-01 
0.8000000 O. 96993'lOE-0 1 
0.22687771 0.2769't251 0.32106't63 0.31723198 0.'t2742761 0.'t7763271 
0.72817850 0.77811576 0.82799505 0.877828't3 0.92763250 0.971't2604 
0.22b87770 0.276'l't254 0.32706478 0.37123205 0.42742773 0.47163292 
0.72817869 0.77811572 0.82799502 0.877828b2 0.927b3270 0.97742602 
0.22678433 0.27685902 0.32699915 0.37719061 0.42741434 0.47764858 
0.72821139 0.17819968 0.82806225 0.87787237 0.92764822 0.977't1155 
STREAM FN. THETA STREAM FN. THETA 
.4000000 .4b83256E-Ol 0.6000 00 0.7187305E-Ol 
1.0000000 0.1.122286 0.2000000 0.2175627E-Ol 
0.4000000 0.41>83255E-01 0.6000000 0.7187300E-Ol 
1.0000000 0.1222287 0.2000000 0.21 7562 7E-01 
0.4000000 0.4683618E-01 0.6000000 0.7186363E-Ol 
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vELOCITIES AT INTERIOR MESH POINTS 
IM= vELJCITY A~GLEIOEG) VELOCITY ANGLEIDEG) VELOCITY ANGLE I DEG) vELOC ITY ANGL E IDEG) vELOCITY ANGLEIDEG) 
61.103 -0.01 61.150 -0.02 61.818 -0.03 61.898 -0.03 61.981 -0.03 
6£.060 -0.03 62.127 -0.02 62.175 -0.01 62.199 -0.00 62.199 0.01 
62.173 0.01 62.125 0.02 1>2.059 0.03 61.981 0.03 61.898 0.03 
61.819 0.03 61.151 0.02 61.102 0.01 61.676 0.01 6"1.678 -0.01 
13 ~ 
IM= 2 vELOCITY A'IGLEIOEG) \lELOCITY ANGLE I f)EG) \lElOCITY ANGlEIOEG) VElOC ITY ANGLEIDEG) vELOC I TY ANGlEIDEG) 
61.103 0.02 61.750 0.03 61.818 O.Olt 61.898 O.Olt 61.981 O.Olt 
62.060 0.04 62.127 0.03 62.115 0.02 62.200 0.01 62.199 -0.01 
62.173 -0.02 62.125 -0.03 62.059 -0.04 61.980 -0.04 61.898 -0.04 
61.B19 -0.04 61.151 -0.03 61.103 -0.02 61.676 -0.01 61.678 0.01 
14 ITERATION NO. MAXIMUM RELATIVE CHANGE IN DENSITY 0.5774 





• BLADE SURFACE 1 
M • VELOCITY ANGLEIOEG) SURF. LENGTH 
0 • a 90.00 0 
0.2509E-02 • 99.866 21.31 0.4lt05E-02 
0.5018E-02 • 114.60 n.6!', 0.71 65E-02 
0.7526E-02 • 134.41 14.63 0.9807E-02 
0.1004E-Ol • 158.08 6.20 0.1236E-Ol 
























62. '15 3 
SURFACE 1 

























W/koiCR • VELOC lTV 
a • 0 
0.3215 • 7ft. 794 
0.3689 • 63.478 
0.4327 • 59.630 
0.5089 • 58.400 
BLAOE SURFACE 2 
ANGLEIOEGI SURF. LENGTH 
-90.00 0 
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TABLE I. - Concluded. SAMPLE OUTPUT 
BLADE SURFACE VELOCITIES 
O. 50. 100. 150. 200. 250. 300. 350. 400. 450. 500. 
O. 1-*-------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1--
1 0 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 X. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 IX. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 
x. 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.01001---------I-X-------l---------1-+-------l---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1--
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 XII. 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 
1 X 1+ 1 1 1 1 1 
1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.02001---------1----X----I---------1---------I------.--1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1--
1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 *1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1*1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 XI 1 + 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 01 1 * 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
15 -< 1 OX 1 + 1 1 1 1 
[.')575 MIN. 
1 1 10 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.03001---------1---------1-X-------I---------l*+-------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1--
1 1 1 0 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 X 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 Xl 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 01 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 10 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 10 1 * 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.04001---------1---------1---------1-----0--*1*--------I---------I-X-------l---------1---------1---------1--
1 1 1 1 *1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 *1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 I 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
III 1 1 1 III 1 1 
0.05001---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1---------1--
O. 50. 100. 150. 200. 250. 300. 350. 400. 450. 500. 
VELOCITYIW) VS. MERIDIGNAL STREAMLINE OISTANCEIM) DOWN THE PAGE 
+ - BLADE SURFACE 1, BASED ON ~ERIDIONAL COMPONENT 
• - BLADE SURFACE 1, BASED ON TANGENTIAL COMPONENT 
X - BLADE SURFACE 2, BASED ON ~ERIOIONAL COMPONENT 
o - BLADE SURFACE 2, BASED ON TANGENTIAL COMPONENT 
Output
Sample output is given in table I for the axial-flow stator example of reference 1.
The blade shape is shown in figure 7. Since the complete output would be lengthy, only
the first few lines of each section of output are reproduced herein. Most of the output is
optional, and is controlled by the final input card, as already described. In some in-
stances output lab els are simply internal variable names.
Each section of the sample output in table I has been numbered to correspond to the
following description:
(1) The first output is a listing of the input data. All items are labeled as on the in-
put form (fig. 3).
(2) This is the output corresponding to BLDAT. (See the list of input variables.
See ref. 2 for meaning of undefined labels. )
(3) The relative free-stream velocity W; the relative critical velocity Wcr; and the
maximum value of the mass flow parameter pW (corresponding to W = Wcr ) are given at
the leading edge of the blade (BG) and the trailing edge of the blade (CF). The inlet (out-
let) free-stream flow angle flirt (_out) at boundary AH (DE) is given. These angles are
based on the input angles BETAI, g]e' and BETAO, _3te.
(4) These are calculated program constants, including the pitch from blade to blade,
the mesh spacing, the minimum and maximum values of IT in the solution region
(ITMIN and ITMAX), and the value of the prewhirl _ (eq. (B8), ref. 2).
(5) This is the number of mesh points in the entire solution region at which the
stream function is unknown.
(6) This is the boundary value (BV) of the stream function on each of the blade sur-
faces.
(7) This is the output corresponding to AANDK.
(8) If the program calculates an optimum overrelaxation factor (i. e., ORF = 0 in
the input), then the successive estimates to the optimum value of ORF are printed. The
last printed value of the estimated optimum ORF is the value of the overrelaxation factor
(ORF) used by the program.
(9) This is the output corresponding to ERSOR.
(10) This is the output corresponding to STRFN.
(11) This is the total execution time after obtaining the stream function solution for
each outer iteration.
(12) This is the output corresponding to SLCRD.
(13) This is the output corresponding to INTVL.
(14) This gives the maximum relative change in the density, for each outer iteration.
(15) This is the output correspondipz to SURVL.
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S ple o put i  g en i  t le I f  t  a ial-flow s tor e ple of r erence 1. 
e lade s ape i  s n i  fi ure . i ce t  c pl te tput ld b  l thy, o ly 
t  rst f  l es  e h s tion  tput a e r roduced rein. st o  t  tput i  
tional,  i  trolled  t  fi l i ut rd,  a eady scribed. I  s e i
ances tput l  e s e s ply i ternal riable es. 
ch ction  t  s ple tput i  t le I s b n b red t  respond t  t  
lowing scription: 
(  e rst tput i   l ting   i ut ta. l ems e l eled a   t  i -
t rm ig. . 
 is  t e tput respo ding t  DAT. e t e st  i ut riables. 
e f.  r aning  defined l bels.  
(3) The relative free-stream velocity W; the relative critical velocity W ; and the 
cr 
maximum value of the mass flow parameter pW (corresponding to W = W cr) are given at 
e ading ge  e ade ) d e a ling ge  e lade F). e i let t-
let) free-stream flow angle {3. ({3 ut) at boundary  ( E) is given. ese angles are 
In 0 
sed  t e i put gles TAI, f3re' d TAO, { te. 
) ese re alculated rogram nstants, cluding e itch rom lade  lade, 
t e esh acing, t e inimum d aximum alues f I  i  t e lution r gion 
IN d AX), d e alue f e rewhirl A q. 8), f. ). 
) his  e mber  esh ints  e tire lution egion t ich e 
stream function is unknown. 
) his s e oundary alue )  e tream nction  ch  e lade r-
faces. 
) his s e tput responding o NDK. 
) f the rogram alculates n ptimum verrelaxation actor (i. ., RF   n 
he nput), then the u cessive stimates o he ptimum alue f RF re rinted. he 
last rinted alue f the stimated ptimum RF is the alue f he verrelaxation actor 
RF) sed  the rogram. 
(9) his s the utput orresponding to RSOR. 
(10) his s the utput orresponding o TRFN. 
(11) his s the total execution time fter bta ning the stream function solution for 
each outer iteration. 
20 
(12) his is the output corresponding to LCRD. 
(13) his is the output corresponding to INTVL. 
(14) This ives the axi um relative change in the density, for each uter iteration. 
(15) This is the output correspondip2' to URVL. 
(16)This is the total executiontime after all calculations are completedfor an outer
iteration.
ERRORCONDITIONS
(1) SPLINT USED FOR EXTRAPOLATION
EXTRAPOLATED VALUE = X. XXX
SPLINT is normally used for interpolation, but may be used for extrapolation in some
cases. When this occurs, the above message is printed as well as the input and output
of SPLINT. Calculations proceed normally after this printout.
(2) BLCD CALL NO. XX
M COORDINATE IS NOT WITHIN BLADE
This message is printed by subroutine BLCD if the m-coordinate given this subroutine as
input is not within the bounds of the blade surface for which BLCD is called. The value
of m and the blade-surface number are also printed when this happens. This may be
caused by an error in the integer input items for the program.
The location of the error in the main program is given by means of BLCD CALL
NO. XX, which corresponds to locations noted by comment cards at each MHORIZ,
ROOT, and BLCD call in the program.
(3) ROOT CALL NO. XX
ROOT HAS FAILED TO CONVERGE IN I000 ITERATIONS
This message is printed by subroutine ROOT if a root cannot be located. The input to
ROOT is also printed. The user should thoroughly check the input to the main program.
The location of the error in the main program is given by means of ROOT CALL
NO. XX, which corresponds to locations noted by comment cards at each MHORIZ and
ROOT call in the program.
(4) DENSTY CALL NO. XX
NER(1) : XX
RHO*W IS X. XXXX TIMES THE MAXIMUM VALUE FOR RHO*W
This message is printed if the value of pW at some mesh point is so large that there is
no solution for the value of p and W. This indicates a locally supersonic condition,
which can be eliminated by decreasing WTFL in the input.
If RHO.W is too large, TURBLE still attempts to calculate a solution. This often
permits an approximate solution to be obtained, which is valid at all the subsonic points
in the region. In other cases the value of W is reduced at some of the points in question
during later iterations, resulting in a valid final solution for these points. The program
counts the number of times supersonic flow has been located at any point during a given
run (NER(1)). When NER(1) = 50, the program is stopped.
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( ) his is th   ti  ti e ter l a ions   r   
iteration. 
 I I  
) PLINT SED OR XTRAPOLATION 
XTRAPOLATED ALUE  . X 
PLINT is ormally sed for i terpolation, ut ay e sed or xtrapolation in ome 
ases. hen this curs, he bove essage s rinted s ell s the input d utput 
f PLINT. alculations roceed ormally fter his rintout. 
) LCD L O.  
 ORDINATE  T ITHIN ADE 
his essage is rinted y ubroutine LCD if t e -coordinate iven t is broutine s 
input is ot ithin e ounds f e lade urface r hich LCD s a led. he alue 
f  nd the lade-surface umber re lso rinted hen his a pens. his ay e 
aused   ror  he teger i put tems or e rogram. 
he cation f e ror  e ain rogram s iven  eans f LCD L 
. , hich orresponds t  l cations oted  mment ards t ch ORIZ, 
OOT, nd CD all i  he rogram. 
) OT L .  
OT S ILED  NVERGE  1 0 ERATIONS 
his essage s rinted  ubroutine OT   ot a not e cated. he put  
OT s lso rinted. he ser ould t oroughly eck t e i put t  t e ain rogram. 
e cation f e ror  e ain rogram s iven  eans  OT L 
. , hich responds t  l cations ted  mment ards t ch ORIZ d 
OT all i  t e rogram. 
) NSTY L .  
R(1) =  
*W  . X ES E IMUM LUE R *W 
his e sage  rinted  e alue   t me esh oint   rge at ere  
 lution r e lue f  d  is dicates  cally personic nd tion, 
hich n e liminated  creasing TFL i  t e i ut. 
 *W  o rge, RBLE till tempts t  lculate  lution. is ten 
ermits  proximate lution   tained, ich  lid  l e bsonic ints 
i  t e r gion. I  ther ses t e lue f  i  duced t e f t e ints i  estion 
ring l ter iterations, r sulting i   lid fi al lution f r t ese ints. e rogram 
unts e ber  i es personic  s en cated   int ring  ven 
n R(1)). en R(1)  , t  rogram  o ped. 
 
The location of the error in the main program is given by meansof DENSTYCALL
NO. XX, which corresponds to locations notedby commentcards at each DENSTYcall in
the program.
(5) MM, NBBI, NRSP, OR SOMESPLNOIS TOO LARGE
If this is printed, reduce the appropriate inputs to their allotted maximum values.
(6)WTFL IS TOO LARGEAT BLADE LEADING EDGE
This is printed if WTFL is greater than the chokL_gmass flow for the boundary BG. If
this messageis printed, WTFL is cut in half by the program and calculations proceed as
usual.
(7)ONE OF THE MH ARRAYSIS TOO LARGE
This is printed if there are more than 100intersections of horizontal mesh lines with any
blade surface. In this caseNBBI should be reduced.
(8) THE NUMBEROF INTERIORMESHPOINTSEXCEEDS2500
This is printed if there are more than the allowable number of finite-difference grid
points. Either MM or NBBI must be reduced.
(9) SEARCHCANNOTFIND M IN THE MH ARRAY.
If this is printed, the value of m andthe blade-surface number are also printed. The
user should thoroughly check the input to the main program.
PROGRAM LISTING
The program is identical to TANDEM (ref. 2) except for deleting all code dealing
with the rear blade and making necessary corrections to the remainder. The program
procedure for TANDEM, given in reference 2, is applicable also for TURBLE, except





















 t  f  r   i      ans f STY  
.  i  s   ted y ent  t ch NSTY l  i  
  
)  I  P,  ME PLNO  O E 
 s  te ,   r  t    l t  xi  . 
)       I  E 
         okLlg s    dary . I  
s age     t  lf    d l l t  d s 
s l. 
)     AYS    
        00 te s ons   h ne   ny 
l  s rf . I  t is se ! s ul   r ced. 
)     H I TS EDS 00 
 s te        l l  r f inite-di ference  
 ther    t  d. 
) ARCH T      . 
 s       nd  a  r     
 l  l  ck  t     
P RAM ISTING 
he rogram s i entical t  NDEM ref.  cept r eleting ll de aling 
ith e ar lade d aking ecessary o rections  e emainder. e rogram 
rocedure or NDEM, iven  f rence  s plicable lso r RBLE, xcept 
r all eletions. lso, e RTRAN ictionary r NDEM  alid r RBLE. 
 
MON RW,ITER, ND,LER(2I,NERI21 
O MO~ I UKRHOI I250Q,41,UIZ 0),KI2500),RHOl25001 
MON I P/G M,A ,TIP,RHDIP,WTfL,OMEGA,ORf,BETAI,BETAO, 
 B ,MBO,MM BBI,NBL,N ,MRI501,RMSP(50),BESPI~O), 
 lDAT,AANDK,ER O STRFN,SLCRD,I TVl,SURVl 
MON I ALCON/ BIM1, BIPl, BO l,MBOP1,MMMl,HMl,HT,OTlR,DMlR, 
 IT:H,CP,EXPDN,TWW,CPTIP TGROG,TBI,TBO,lA BOA,TWl,IT IN,IT AX, 
 IP,IMS( ,BVI21,MVIIOOI,IVII I',ITVIIOO,2),TVIIOQ,2), 
 TD~VIIOO,2),BETAV IOO,2),MHI100,2"DTDMHllOO,2),BETAH1100,21, 
 MHl100,ZI,GEHtl ,ZI,RM(100),BEIlOOI.DBDMllOO), LIIOO), 
 AII00) 
O MON I EOMINI HJRDI21,STGRI21,MlEI21,THLE(2),RMI(Z),RMO(ZI, 
 [(2),ROl2"BETllZ),6ETOIZ) NSPI12),MSPI50,ZI,THSPl~O, ZI 
O MU~ I HOS/RH HBIIOO,2),RHUVSIIOQ,Z) 
O MON I LCDCMI MISO,21,INITI21 
NT GE~ RlDAT,AANOK,ERSOR,ST F~,SLCRD,SURVl,AATEMP,SURf,fIRST, 
 PER,Sl,ST,SRW 
EAL ,KAK,lAMBDA,LMAX, H,MLE,MR,MSL,MSP,MV,MVIMl 
All T I ME 1 ( r II 

















IF(NER[2).GT.O) GO TO I0
IF (IE_D) 30t30, I0



























READ AND PRINT ALL INPUT DATA
23
c 
10 lEND: -1 
ITER : 0 
INITlll : 0 
INITI21 s 0 
CALL I~PUT 
CALL P~ECAL 









TIME: ( 2-TI1/3600. 
WRITE16,1000) TIME 
IFINER(2).GT.OI GO TO 10 
IF IIENOI 30,30,10 
1000 FORMAT 18HLTI~E : ,F7.4,5H MIN.) 
END 
S BROUTINE INPUT 
C INPUT READS AND P~INTS ALL INPUT DATA CARDS AND ALCULATES H RIZONTAL 












4 RMHII00,ZI,BEHIIOO,ZI,RMIIOO),BEIIOOI,DBDMIIOOI, SAlIIOO), 
5 AAA(100) 





REAL K,KAK,lAMBDA,l AX, H,MlE, R,MSl,MSP,MV,MVIMl 
























IF IJ.EQ.I) WRITE(6, LL40P











































20 HMI = CHORD(II/FLOAT[MBO-MBI]
DO 30 IM:I_MM


















ADIS, 1100 I 
R IT E  b, 11 00 I 
RITElbtlllOI 
 15,1 301 G M,A~,TIP,RHO(P,WTFL,BLANK,OMEGA,ORF 
RITElb,10401 M,AR,TIP,RHoIP,WTFL,BLANK,UMEGA,ORF 
RlTElb,11201 
D 1 ,1030IB AI,BETAO,CHoRDll),STGRll) 
RITElb,1040IB TAI,BETAo,CHDRO(I),STGRlll 
RITE(b,1130) 
D ( ,1010) I,M O,BL K,BLANK,MM,NBBI,~BL,NRSP 
RITE(6,10101 BI,M O,BL K,BLANK,MM,NBBI,NBL,NRSP 
U 10 J = 1,2 
 ( . Q.ll RITE(b,11 01 
 I . Q.21 RITElb,1150) 
RITElb,l1801 ,J, ,J,J 
AD 1 ,1 30) KI(J),KOIJ),BETI(JI,BETOIJ),SPLNO 
wRITEI6,10401 fIJ),ROIJ),BfTI(J),BETO(J),~PLNO 
SPI(J)-= NO 
SP  SP[IJ) 
IUTE(6,llQO) J 
AD 1 ,1 301 I SP(I,J),I=l,NSP) 
RITEI6,1040) I SPII,JI,I=I,NSP) 
RlTElb,1200) J 
D 1 ,1 30) HSP(I,J),I=l,~SP) 
10 RITEI&,1040) THSPlf,JI,I=I,NSPI 
RITElb,12101 
D ,1030) R(II'[=I,NRSP) 
RITE16,10401 I RI ),I=I,NRSPI 
RITE(L,1220) 
EAD ( ,1 30) I~MSPI l,I"l,NRSP) 
wRfTE(6,1040) RMSP(fl,I=l,NRSP) 
wRlTE(b,12301 
EAD 5,1030) ESP(I),I=l,NRSP) 
RITE(6,10401 ( ESP(II,[=l,NRSP) 
RITE(b,l240) 
EAD ,10101 LDAT,AA~DK,E SoR,STRFN,SLCRD,[NTVL.SURVL 
RITE(b,l020) LDAT,AA~OK,ERSDR,STRFN,S CRD,INTVL,SURVl 
 ( M.LE.IOO.~~O.~BBI.LE 0.A~O.NRSP.LE.50.ANO.NSPII11.L~.50 
1 . ND.NSPI!ZI.LE.501 O T  20 
R lTE Ib, L250) 
LP 
C ALCULATE V RAY 
C 
0 MI :: HORD!lI/FlOATIMBD-MBII 
O 0 ::l t MM 
0 VIIM) :: LOAT(IM- Bfl.HMl 
C 




PITCH =  •• 3.1415927/F OATINRL) 
T= ITCH/FLOATINBB[) 
TlR= T/I OO. 
MlR :: MI/IOOO. 
V(l)  . 









































III0 FORe, AT (/Xt3HGAMtI4Xp2HARgI3Xt_HIIPtI2X,SHRHOIP,I2X,4HWTFL,IIX,BHW
LTFLSP,LOXt5HOMEGA, L2X,3HDRF)
I120 FORF_AT |6X,5HBETAI,IOX, 5HBETAO,IEXtBHCHORDFtlIX,SHSTGRF|
Ll)O FORMAT (@IH MBI MBD MK NBBI NBL NRSP)
ll_O FORMAT (39HL BLADE SURFACE I -- UPPER SURFACE)




120U FORMAT (TX,4HTHSP, II,2X_SHARRAY)
12LO FORMAT (LbHL MR ARRAY;
1220 FORMAT (IX,IIHRMSP ARRAY)
i2)0 FORMAT (7X,IIHBESP ARRAY)
12_0 FORMAT (52HL BLDAT AANDK ERSOR STRFN SLCRD INTVL SURVL)




CP = A~/(GAM-l.I*GAM 
EXPON= 1./IGAM-l.) 
T W= 2.*OMEGA/WTFl 
CPTI?= 2.*CP*Trp 
TGRUG= 2.*G M* ~/IGAM+l.1 
CAll SPlINTI R, MSP,N SP,MV,MM,RM,SAll 
CAll 5PlINTIMR,BESP,N~SP MV,MM,BE,DBDM) 
C CALCULATE GEOMETRICAL CO~S ANTS 
C 
c 
CHORD(~I = CHORDlll 
STGRI21 = STGRlll 
MLE III  . 
LEI2I = . 
THlll 11 " . 
THlE(21 = PITCH 
RMII11 R IMBII 
RM1(2) = R IMBII 
MUlll RMIMBOI 
MOl21 RMIMBOI 
C I ITIALIZE RAYS 
C 
O 60 1=1,2500 
II) :; 1. 
II) O. 
0 HOII)  HOIP 
O 0 "l,lOO 
O 0 URF=1,2 
HOH8(IM,SURF) HOIP 
0 HOVtlIIM,SURFI HOIP 
ETURN 
1 0 RMAT (l ll 
010 RMAT 116(5) 
1020 RMAT l ,16171 
030 F RMAT ( FIO.5) 
040 RMAT II ,8G16.71 
llOO RMAT I!:I H 
1 
1110 RM  I1 ,3HGAM,14X,2 AR,13X,3HTIP 12X,5HRHOIP,12X,4HWTFL,11X,6HW 
I FL5P,10X,5HOMEGA,1 ,3HORFI 
1120 R~AT 1 X,5HBETAI,lOX,5H ETAQ,11X,6HCHORD ,11X,5HSTGRF) 
1130 R"',AT 41H BI BO /f, 8Bl L RSP) 
11~O RMAT 9HL ADE RFACE 1 PER RFACE) 
1 50 RMAT ( L ADE RFACE  ER RFACE) 
1 1:10 RMAT 17X,2HRI,ll,12X 2HRQ, I,12 ,4HB(TI,11,11X,4HBETO,II,11X,5HS 
lNO,lll 
1190 R~AT 1 ,3HMSP ll,2X,5HARRAY) 
U R~AT 17 ,4 THSP,ll,2 ,5HARRAY) 
10 MAT 11 L  RAY) 
1 20 MAT (1 ,11HRMSP ~AY) 
1 30 MAT (1 ,lIHBESP RAY) 
1 40 RMAT (5 L AT NDK SOR FN l RD TVl RVl) 


























I0 RHOT = RHDIP
RHOVl = WTFL/BE(MBI)/PITCH/CDSIBETAI}/RM(MBI)
20 V| = RHOVI/RHOr
LAMBDA = RMIMBI)*(VI*SIN|BEIAI)+OMEGA*RM(MBI))
TTIP = 1.-(VI**2+2.*OMEGA*LAMBDA-(OMEGA*RMIMBII)**2|/CPTIP
IF(IIIP.LE.O.} GO IO ]0
RHOMBI = RHOIP*TTIP**EXPON
IF|ABS(RHOMBI-RHOT)IRHDIP.LT..00000[) GO TO 40
RHOT = RHOMBI
GO TO 20





_0 VI = RHOVI/RHOMBI
LAMBOA = RM(MBI)*(VI*SIN(BETAI)÷OMEGA*RMIMBI))

















CALCULATE VO AND W-CRITICAL AI BLADE LEADING AND TRAILING EDGE
2626 
'IBFTC PRECAL DEBUG 
SUBROUTINE PRECAL 
C 
C PRE CAL CALCULATES ALL REQUIRED FIXED CONSTANTS 
C 
C 
COMMON SR , ITER,IE,'JD,LERI21,IIIERIZI 








4 RMHIlOU,21,BEHI100,2),RMI100),BEllOOI,OBOMllOO), SALllOO), 
5 AAAI 100) 
IIIITEG~R BLDAT,AANDK,ERSOR,STRF'J,SLCRD,$URVL,AATEMP.SURF,FIRST, 
1 UPPlR,S1,ST,SRW 
REAL K,KAK,LAMBDA,L AX, H,MlF,MR, SL,MSP,MV,MVIM1 
EXTERNAL BLl,BL2 
C CALCULATE LAMBDA ANO VI 
C 
C 
BETAI = BETAI/57.Z95779 
BETAO = BETA0/57.295719 
TBI ~ SINIBETAII/COSIBETAI) 
TBO = SINIBETAOI/COSIBETAO) 
10 RHOT = RHOIP 
RHOVI = WTFL/BF.IMBII/PITCH/CDSIBETAII/RMIMBII 
20 VI = RHOVI/RHOT 
LAMBDA = R IMBII*IVI*SINIBETAII+OMFGA*RMIMBII) 
TTIP = 1.-IVI**2+Z.*OMEGA*LAMBOA-(OMEGA*RMIMBIII**21/CPTIP 
IFITTIP.lE.O.) GO TO 30 
RHUMBI = RHOIP*TTIP**EXPON 
IFIABS(RHOMBI-RHOTI/RHJIP.LT •• 000001I GO TO 40 
RHOT = RHOMBI 
GO TO 20 




GO TO 10 
40 VI = RHOVI/RHOMBI 
LA BDA: R (MBI)*IVI*SINIBETAII+QMEGA*RMIMBIII 
C CALCULATE MAXIMUM V~LUES FOR RHO*W AT LEADING AND TRAILING EDGE 
C 
TWL = 2.*OMEGA*LAMBDA 
AA = ITWl-IOMEGA*R~(MBII I**ZI/CPTIP 
TPP = TIP*11.-AAI 
BB = TGROG*TPP 
TTIP = 1.-BB/CPTIP-AA 
RHOT : RHOIP*TTIP**eXPJN 
RHOWMI = RHOT*SQRTIBBI 
AA = ITWL-(OMEGA*RMIMBJ I)**Z)/CPTIP 
TPP = TIP*(l.-AAI 
BB = TGROG*TPP 
TTIP = l.-BB/CPTIP-AA 
RHOT = RHOIP*TTIP**EXPJN 
RHOWMO = RHOT*SQRTIBBI 
CALCULATE VO AND W-CRITICAL AT BLADE LEADING ~ND TRAILING EDGE 
RHOVO = WTFLIBE{MBO )IPITCHICOS(BETAO)/RM(MBOI
RHOMB2 = RHOIP
TWLMR = TWL-(OMEGA_RM(MBO ))_2
LERII)=L
DEN$IY CALL NO. L
CALL DENSTY(RHDVOIRHOMB2tMO_TWLMRrCPTIP_EXPONtRHOIP_GAM_ARpTIP)
WCRI = SQRT(TGROG_TIP_{|.-(TWL-(OMEGA_RM(MBI))_*2)/CPTIP))
WCRO = SQRT(TGROG_TIP_(L.-(TWL-IOMEGA_RM(MBO )}_2)/CPTIP))




50 TBIT = (TBI/BE(MBI)_RHDI/RHOMBI_OMEGA_(RMIMBI)_2-RM(II_2)_RHUL
L IWTFL*PITCHI*BE(I)




C DENSTY CALL NO. 2
CALL DENSTY (RHOVItRHDItAA_TWLMR_CPTIP,EXPONtRHOIP_GAM_ARoTIP)
GO TO _O





lO TBOT = (TBO/BE(MBO |_RHOMM/RHDMB2÷OMEGA_IRM(MBO )_2-RMIMM)_2)_
L {(HOMMIWTFL*PIICH)_BE(MM)




C DENSIY CALL NO. 3
CALL DENSTY (RHOVOtRHDMMwAAtTWLMRtCPTIP_EXPONtRHOIP,GAMtARtTIP)
GO TO tO
80 IBO = IBOT
BTAOUT = ATAN(TBQ)_ST.295779
CALCULATE TVt ITVt IVy DTDMVt AND BETAV ARRAYS
, ITMIN = 0
ITMAX : NBBI-L
C [V_ ITV_ AND DTDMV ON BLADE
DO 90 IM=MBI_MBO
LERI2)=L
C BLCD CALL NO° L
CALL BLI(MVIIM),TV(IM_I),DTDMV(IM_[),INF)
[TV(IM_[)= INT((TV(IM_L)÷DTLRIIHT)
IF ([V(IM, L).GT.-DTLR) [TVIIM_I)=ITV(IM_L)*L
ITMIN= MINO{ITMIN_IIV(IM_L)|
LER(2)=2











C ITV DDWNSTREAM OF BLADE
27
OVO :: TFL/BEIMBO /P H/COS(BETAQI/RMIMBOI 
OM132  OIP 
LMR:: L-(OMEGA*qM(MBO 1,.*2 
ERllI=l 
C STY 4 L . 1 
c 
LL OENSTYIRHOV ,RHOMB2,VO,TWLMR,CPTI ,EXPON,RHoIP,GAM,AR,TIPI 
CR[  R IT ROG*T P.Il.-ITWL-(oMEGA*RMIMBII).*21/CPTIP)) 
CRO  R ITGROG*TIP*(l. ITWL-Io EGA*RM(MBO )**21/CPTIPI) 
C LCULATE TA RECTED  UNDARY -  D -  
C 
LMR  L-(oMEGA*RMIlll**2 
O!.  OMBI 
BIl  20 
 IT  CTBI/BE(MBII*RH I/RHOMBI+O EGA*(RM(MBII**2-RM(11**21*RHUl 
1 TFL*PITCHI*BE(11 
IABS TBI -TBITI.LT •• OOOOl)    
II  IT 
OVI :: TFL/PITCH*SQRTIl.+TBI1**2 /BECll/RM(11 
R( LI =2 
 NSTY L O.  
L ENSTY I OVI,RH01,AA,TWLMR,CPTIP,EXPON,RHOIP,GAM,AR,TIPI 
  ':)0 
 I  IT 
TAIN  TANITB[ 1*51.295179 
LMR  L-IOMEGA*RMIMMII**2 
o M :: OMB2 
  1. 20 
70 OT  O/BEIMBO I* O M/RHOMB2+0MEGA*(RMIMBO 1**2-R IMHI**21* 
1 K M/WTFL*PITCHI*BEIMMI 
 BSITBOM-TBoTI.LT •• 000011    
M :; OT 
OVO  TFL/PIrCH*SQR (1.+TBOM**21/BEIMMI/RM(MMI 
R( 11=3 
 ENSTY L . l 
C 
L ENSTY OVO,RHDMM,AA,TWLHR,CPTIP,EXPON,RHOIP,GAM,AR,TIPI 
  70 
 T   TROT 
OUT  TAN(TBOl* 1.295179 
C LCULATE , l , , DMV, D TAV RAYS 
C 
IN   
I X :: BB 1-1 
 T , [ , D MV  DE 
 0 =MBI,MBO 
ERI21=1 
 eD L O. 1 
L Ll{MVIIM ,TV(IM,ll,DTOMVIIM,l',INFI 
I VIIM,ll= [ T(ITV(IM,ll+DTLRI/HT) 
 ITV(IM.l T.-DTLR) I V(IM,l)sITV(tM,ll+L 
IN= INOI TMIN,ITVIIM,lll 
ER121=2 
 CD L O.  
L  2 OW I 1M) , rv I 1M, 2  ,OTOMV I 1M, 21, I NF 1 
tIM,21= Tt TV(IM,21-DTLRJlHTI 
[  I VIIM,2'.L .DTLRI (IM,21= TVtIM.21-1 
0 AX= AXOtITMAX,ITV(IM,211 
 l  D [  PSTREAM f DE 
I S T = 0 
ST  III 81-1 
 1 0 =l, BIMl 
 1M, 11  I ST 
1 0 I VIIM,21= ST 





ITVIIM, I) = FIRST
150 ITV(IMt2) = LAST





























BLCD AND ROOT (VIA MHORIZ) CALL NO. 3
CALL MHORIZ(MVtlTVIItl)vBLItMBI_MBOtlTO,HItDTLRtOtIMS(1)_MHII_I),
DIDMHII,I)tMRTS)












IFII.LE.[O0) GO TO 290
WRITE(6tIIO0) I
STOP
IF(BLDAI.LE.O) GO TO 300
WRITE (6tiT(O) (IM,IVIIM),[ITVIIM,SURF),SURF=I,2),IM=I,MM)






IF(IMSS.LT.I) GO TO 320
O0 _LO IHS = I,IMSS
28 
140 LAST= IT~(MBO,2) 
FIKST= LAST+l-~BBI 
DO 150 I =MBOPl,MM 
ITV( IMd) = FIRST 
150 ITVIIM,2)  LAST 
I MIN = [NO(ITMIN,ITVIMM,ll) 
C ALCULATE Iv RAY 
[ Ill = 1 
0 160 114= 1 ,MM 
160 I IIM+1)  IVIIMI+ITVIIM,21-ITVIIM,1)+1 
C BETAV RAY 
C 
00 u URF=l,Z 
O 0 I =MBI,MBO 
0 ETAVIIM,SURFI = TAN(DTDMVIIM,SURF)*RMIIM))*57.2951H 
IP  I I M)+NBBI-l 
RITElb,1030) I, HDWMI,WCRI,BTAIN,VO,RH WMO,WCRO,BTAOUT 
RITE16,10401 P  TCH,HT,HMI 
RITElb,10501 TMI~,ITMAX,LAMBDA,NIP 
KITEI6,10601 I URF,RVI RF),5URf=1,Z) 
I IBLDAT.LE.O) O O 30 
RITE: 16,1 10) 
RITE 16,1 80) I VIIM),TV(IM,1) DTDMVIIM,1),TVIIM,21,OTDMVIIM,2), 
 I =Io1 I,MBOl 
RITE 16,10901 II ,MVII I,RM IMI,SAlII ),BEI M),DBDMIIM),IM=l,MMI 
30 ONTINUF 
C ALCULATE H ND OTOMH RAYS 
C 
I   l V 11 ,I) 
RTS  1 
I S( 11 = 1 
H I 1, 1) ,. . 
TOMHI1,l1  lO 
ERIZ)   
C LCD ~O OT IA HORIZ) L O.  
All HORIZIMV,ITVll,l),BL1,MBI,MSO,ITO,HT,OTLR,O,IMSI1',MH11,11, 
1 OTOMHIl,l),MRTSI 
 IIT~IMBO,11- TVIMBO,2)+NBBI.NE.Z)   40 
SL " 511)+1 
HIIMSL,l)  VIMBO) 
TUMH( MSL,ll  1.EI0 
Sll) SL 
40 Slll  
R TS  1 
ER(2)   
C ~lCD ~O OT I IA HORIZI L O.  
C 
L HORIZIMV,lTVI 1,2) ,BL2,MBI,MRO, O,H ,OTLR, I, IMS(2) ,MHI1,2), 
1 OTOMHI1,2),MRTSI 
1= AXOIIMSI1 ,IMSI211 
l.LE.1001   0 
IoIRIH:(6, 1100)  
OP 
290 IBLO~r.LE.Ol   0 
Io RlTE 1 ,1110) Il ,lVIIM), ITV([M,SURF ,SURF=1,21,1M=1,MMI 
C LCULATE H, H, D TAH RAYS 
C 
3 0 I I lOh .GT.O) RITEI6,1120) 
 0 5 RF=l,2 
All LINTI R, MSP,N SP, HIl,5URFI,IMSISURFl,RMH(l,SURFI,AAA) 
L 5 LINTIMR,BESP,NRSP, HI1,5URF),IMSISURFl,BEHll,SURFI,AAAI 
I SS :: SISURFI 
[~SS lT.l)   3  
0  ~l  I 5 : l,I S 
310 8ETAHIIHS,SURF) = ATAN|DTDMH(IHStSURF)*RMHIIHS,SURF))*51.295179
IF (BLDAT.GT.O) WR[TEIBtL[30) SURFI(MH(IM,SURF),RNHIIN,SURF)t
l BEH(IMtSURFJpBETAHIIMtSURF),DTDMH{IM,SURF)tIM=ItlMSS)
320 CONTINUE
IF (BLDAT.LE.O) GO TO 340
WRITE {6,1140)
IT = ITMKN












1020 FORMAT{bOHLINPUT WEIGHT FLOW IWTFL) IS TO0 LARGE AT BLADE LEADING
IEDGE/LbH WTFL REDUCED TO,GI6.6)
[030 FORMAT (IHI/24X,EOHFREESTREAM_BXtI3HMAXIMUM VALUE,
LIX,_HCRITICAL,3OXtl6HBETA CORRECIEDI25Xt8HVELOCITY,IOX,gHFOR RHD*W
2,10X,BFIVELOCITY, 3LX,LEHTO BOUNDARY/IX,E7HLEADING EDGE B-G,3GI8.5,
312XtLZ_BDUNDARY A-HeG|B.S/IX,17HTRAILING EDGE C-F,3GI8oS,12X,
412HBUUNDARY D-E,G18.5)
1060 FORMAT(33HL CALCULATED PROGRAM CONSTANTSIISX,SHPITCHtI3X,
I 2HHT,I3Xt3HHMI/1X,5GI6./I
[050 FORMAT (/5X_5HITMI_B10X,SHITMAX/6X,IStLOX, IS//SX,GHLAMBDA/IXtGI6-?
l ,/38HL NUMBER OF INTERIOR MESH POINTS = ,I5)
L060 FORMAT(2BHL SURFACE BOUNDARY VALUESIISX,THSURFACE,7Xp2HBV
L/{SX,16,6X,FIO. 5))
[OTO FORMAT ILHI,6X,62HBLADE DATA AT INTERSECTIONS OF VERTICAL MESH LIN
IES WITH BLADES)
IOBO FORMAT (LHLt22X,XSHBLADE SURFACE 1BI5X,LSHBLADE SURFACE 2/1X,
l IHM, 16X,ZHTV,[IX,SHDTDMV, 12X,2HTV,XIX,SHDTDMV/(SGLS-5))
IO90 FORMAT (EHI,13X,44HSIREAM SHEET COORDINATES AND THICKNESS TABLE /
[ 2X,2HIMt7XtLHM,14XtIHR,13Xt3HSAL_L3X_IH_,L2XtSHDB/DM/(LXtI3,
2 5GI_.5))
ILOO FORMA{|36HLONE OF THE MH ARRAYS IS TOO 1ARGE/?H IT HAS,15, 8H POT
LNTS)
IILO FORMAT q6Hl IM, gX,BHIV ARRAY,25X,qHITV ARRAY/38XvSHBLADEI31X_lHSUR
LFACE,]XtlHIt5X,IH2139X,3HNO./|IX,13tSX,IIO,25X,2(14t2XII)
IL20 FORMAl (6/HIM COORDINATES OF I_TERSECTIONS OF HORIZONTAL MESH LINE
XS WIIH BLADE)
If30 FORMAT (25HLMH ARRAY - BLADE SURFACEtI2//ISXt2HMHtIgX,3HRMH,IgXt
l 3HBEH,IBXtSHBEIAHtIlX,SHDTDMHIISG22-4))
lifo FORMAT I63HITHETA COORDINATES DF HORIZONTAL MESH LINES//6X,2HII,
iSX,SHIHETA)
LlSO FORMAT{_BHLTHE _UMBER OF INTERIOR MESH POINIS EXCEEDS 2500)
END
29
310 BETAH(IHS,SURFI = ATANIDTDMH([HS, U FI*RMHIIHS,SURFII*51.295119 
IF IBLDAT.GT.O) R[TEI6,11301 SURF,( HI[M,SURF),RMHIIM,SURF), 
1 EH(IM,SURF ,BETAHIIM,S Rf),DTOMHI[M,SURF),IM=l,[MSS) 
320 CONTINUE 
IF I LDAT.LE.O) GO O 340 
RITE 16,1140) 
I  = I M[N 
HO IF Il .GT.lTMAXI O TO 40 
TH  FLoA (I I*HT 
RITE 16,1010) [ ,TH 
I  = 1T+1 
O TO 30 
340 IFINIP.LE.25001 O TO 50 
R I HI 6,1150) 
TOP 
50 RITE 16,10001 
ETURN 
1 00 ORMAT 11HlI 
101U ORMAT X,I4,G16.51 
020 URMATI60HliNPUT EIGHT LOW I TFLI [  OO RGE T LADE EADING 
l DGE/16H TFl EDUCED O,G14.bl 
l 30 RMAT l l/24X,lOHFR ESTRE M,aX,13HMAXIMUM ALUE, 
17X,bHC~ITICAl,30X,l4HBETA ORRECTED/25X,BHVEL CITY,10X,9HFOR HO*W 
~,lOX,BHVELoCITy, 1X,llHTO oUNDARY/IX,17HLEAOING DGE -G,3GIB.5, 
12X,l2rlBOUNDARY -H,Gl8.5/1X,11HTRAILING DGE -F,3G18.5,12X, 
2HBOUNDARY -F,G18.5) 
040 ORMAT(33Hl ALCULATED OGRAM oNS ANTSI15X,5HPITCH,13X, 
1 Z HT,13X,3HHMI/IX,5G16.11 
l 50 RMAT 1/5X,5HITMI~,10X,5HITMAX/4X,15,10x,[5115X,6HLAMRDA/IX,Glb.1 
1 8HL UMBER F TERIOR ESH OINTS  [ 1 
1060 RMATIZBHL RFACE OUNDARY ALUESI15X,7HSURFACE,1X,2HBV 
1/(5X,[4,4X,FI0.511 
1010 RMAT I l,bX.6ZHBLADE ATA T TERSECTIONS F ERTICAL ESH IN 
1 ES ITH LADES I 
l O RMAT l L.22 ,15HBLAOE RFACE ,15X,15HBLADE RFACE 1X. 
1 M, 4X,2HTV.11X,5HOTDMV.12X.2HTV,llX,5HDTOMV/15G15.51) 
1090 RMAT l l.13X,44HSTREAM ET ORDINATES ND ICKNESS BLE I 
1 X,2HIM,7X,IHM,14X,lHR,13X,3HSAL,13X.1HG,12X,5HDB/DM/(lX,13, 
 l~.51 I 
1100 RMATI34HlONE F E H RAYS [  O LARGE/7H  AS,I5,  I 
I TS) 
1110 RMAT 14Hl ,9 ,BHIV RAY.25X.QHITV RAY/38X,5HBlAOE/37X,7HSUR 
I ACE.3X,l l,5 ,lH2/39X,3HNo./ClX,13,5X.110,25X,2(14,2XI)) 
1120 RMAT 1 IM OROINATES F ~TERSECTIONS F oRIlONTAl ESH li E 
1  ITH LAOE) 
1130 RMAT LMH RAY ADE RFACE,I21115X.2 H,19X.3HRMH,19X, 
1 BEH,18X.5HBETAH,17X,5HDTDMH/(5G22.4») 
1140 RMAT 143HITHETA ORDINATES O  ORIlONTAL ESH INESI16X,2HIT, 
15 ,5 HETAI 







C MHORIZ CALCULATES M COORDINATES
C MESH LINES WITH A BLADE SURFACE
C KUDE = O FOR UPPER BLADE SURFACE
C KODE = I FOR LOWER BLADE SURFACE
C





































I FTC HORll EBUG 
BROUTINE O~ll(~V [TV,Bl,MBI,MBO, O,HT,DTLR KODE,J,MH,DTDMH, 
l RT~1 
 
 HORIZ LCULATES  ORDINATES F TERSECTIONS F L RIZONTAL 
 ESH I ES ITH  S ADE RFACE 
 OOE: 0 R PER S DE RFACE 
 UDE  1 R ER ADE RFACE 
 
MON , ITER, I~D,lER(2I,NERl21 
O MENSIO~ V(lOOI,ITVIIOO),MHlIOO),DTDMH(lOO) 
EGER lDAT,AANDK,ERSOR,STRF~,SlCRD, RVl,AATEMP SURF,FIRST, 
1 PfR, I,ST,S~W 
L , AK,LAMBDA,l AX,MH,HlE, R,MSl,MSP,MV,MVIMI 
EAL VIM 
TERNAL l 
 1 BI.GE.MBO) ETURN 
1 : BI 
0  INO: 0 
0  I VIIM+l'- TV( MI-ITIND) 30,40,50 
0  l 
I: OA I TVIIM+I - T -ITINO+KODE)*HT 
I I O= I INO-l 
VIM  V( IMI 
 l KfS EQ.l) VIM : VIM+l V(I +I -MVIMI/IOOO. 
L OT VI , V(IM+ll, I,BL,OTlR,MH(JI,DTDMHIJII 
 ra  
40 = IM+l 
RTS '"  
 .EQ.MBO) TURN 
  LO 
0  l 
I= LJA lITV(IMI-ITO+ITIND+KDDEI*HT 
INO: INO+l 
VIM M (IM) 
 ( RfS EQ.l1 VIH  ~ IM+(MV(IM+l -MVIM)/lOOO. 
L J TIMVIM VlIM+l),TI,Bl,DTlR,M IJ ,DTDMH(J)) 





C COEF CALCULATES FINITE DIFFERENCE COEFFIC[ENfS, Ap AND CONSTANTSt Kt






















IFIGAM.NE.I.5.OR.AR.NE. IOOO..DR.TIP. NE.I.Eb) GO TO 20
IEND : I
GO TO 40

















FIRST VER[ICAL MESH LINE





I FTC OEF EBUG 
BROUTINE OEF 
c 
 OEF ALCULATES I~ITE I FERENCE OEFFICIENTS. , ND ONSTANTS, , 
 T L NKNOWN ESH OINTS R T E TIRE EGION 
 
O MON RW,ITER, ~D,LERI2),NERI2) 
O MON UKRHOI (2500,4I,UIZ5001,KI250 ),RHO(25001 
O MON P/GAM,AR,TIP,RHOIP,WTFL,OMEG ,ORF,BETAI,BETAO, 
1 RI,MBO,MM,NBBI,NBL,NRSP,MR(SO),RMSPI50),BESP(50), 
Z lUAT,AANDK,E SOR,STRFN,SlCRD,INfVl,SURVl 
O MON I ALCON/MB M1,MBIPl.MBO l, BOPl,MM l,HMl.HT,DTLR,DMLR. 
1 IT~H,CP,EXPON.TWW,CP IP,TGROG,TBI BO,LAMBOA,TWl,ITMIN,ITMAX, 
 IP, SIZ),BVIZ),M IIOOI,IV(lOl),ITVllOO,Z),TV(lOO,2), 
  TOM V ( 100,21, BE T A 1/ Il 00, Z) ,MH  100,2) , D T D MH I laO. 21 , BE T AH ( 1 00, Z ) , 
 MHIlOO,2J,BEHllO ,2),RMIIO ',BEIIOOI,OBOMIlOO), AlCIOO), 
 AllOO) 
MON I RBAAK/HI4),RI41,BI4I,KAKI4),KAI4.,RZ,Bl,IH(4. 
I TEGER LOAT,AANDK,ERSOR,STRF~,SlCRD,SURVl,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
1 PER, l, T,SRW 
EAL , AK,lAMBDA,L AX,MH, lE, R,MSl,MSP,MV,MVIMl 
C ITIALIZE RAYS 
t(  ER+l 
( Ili  1 
I I21  ° 
C OMPRESSIBLE SE 
IGAM.NE.l.5 0R.AR.NE.1000 •• OR.TIP. E l.Eb) O  0 
l D = 1 
O  0 
C DJUSTMENT F INTING NTROL I/ RIABLES 
c 
0 (ITER NE.l.ANO.ITER.~E.21    
NDK ANOK-l 
SOR SOR-l 
RFN  RFN-l 
CRO CRO-l 
VL TVl-l 
RVl  RVl-l 
0 II NO NE.O)   0 
NOK NDK+2 
SOR  SOR+2 
RFN  RFN+2 
l RD CRD+2 
( TI/l  TVl+2 
RI/l  R VL +2 
C I ST I/ERflCAL ESH I E 
C 
0   J =l,NBBI 
(IP.l) :: . 
IIP,21:0. 









50 K(IP) : HML*TBIIPITCHIRM{1)
UPSTREAM OF BLADE, EXCEPT FOR FIRST VERTICAL MESH LINE




70 DO BO IM=MBItMBO
80 CALL CDEFBB(IM)
DOWNSTREAM OF BLADES EXCEPT FOR FINAL MESH LINE
L50 IF(MBOPL.GT.MMMI) GO TO 170
DO LbO IM=MBOPL_MMM[
160 CALL CDEFPIIM)
FINAL VERTICAL MESH LINE






LBO K(IP) : -HML_TBD/PITCH/RM(MM)













( IP,4' : 1. 
 (IP) = 1*YBI/P TCH/RM(11 
c 
C STREAM  ADE, CEPT  ST RTICAL ESH I E 
C 
c 
I I . T.MBIM11    
 60 =2,MBIM1 
bO L JEFP(IMI 
 TWEEN ADES 
 
c 
  80 =MBI,MBO 
 L OEFBB(IM) 
 WNSTREAM  ADES CEPT R I AL ESH I E 
 
1 0 BOP1.GT.MMM1)   0 
 160 =MBOP1, MM1 
IbO LL OEFPIIMI 
C 
C I AL t TICAL ESH I E 
C 
c 
170 IV I",  ( M) 
 l  =IVMM,~IP 
l1P 9 1) -= o. 
( IP,2) = o. 
IP,3) :: 1. 
( IP,41  . 
180 lfP) = - 1*TBO/PITCH/RMIMM) 
C KE RE  INTS DJACENT  0, D ASES HEN INTS , ,E,   
CAK  RID INTS 
C 
C INT  
I   I I BIMll 
IP,41  o. 
C INT  
(ITV(MBO,1)-ITV(M O,2)+NBBI.NE.2) TUR~ 
 :: VIMBO,l)-l 
 = FIMBOP1,ITI 






C COEFBB CALCULATES FINITE DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENTS, A, AND CONSTANTS, K
















IF(ITV(IMtlI.GT. IIVIIM, 2)) RETURN
ITVU = ITV(IMtII
IT = ITVU - !
[TVL = ITV(IM,2)







I0 KA(1) = 0
FIX HRB VALUES FOR CASES WHERE MESH LINES INTERSECT BLADES





IFIIT.LT°ITVPI) CALL BDRY34(4, IM,l)
IFiIT.GT.ITVIIM-It2)) CALL BDRY34(3tIM,2)
IF(IT.GT.ITV(IM÷L,2)) CALL BDRY3_(4tIMt2)
I0 [F(IM.EQ°MBO.AND°LOWER.EQ°2) GO TO 80




90 IF(KA(I).EQ.I) A(IP,I) = O.
RETURN
COEFP CALCULATES FINITE DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENTS, At AND CONSTANTS, K,
ALONG ALL VERTICAL MESH lINES WHICH DO NO[ INTERSECT BLADES
33
IBFTC OEf B EBUG 
UBKourINE oEFBBIIM) 
c 
 oEFBB ALCULATES INITE lfF ~ NCE OEFfiCIENTS, , ND ONSTANTS,  
 LONG L ERTICAL ESH I ES HICH I TERSECT LADES 
c 
O MON I UKRHOI I2500,4',U(2500),KI2S0 ),RHOI2500' 
O MON I P/GAM,AR,T ,RHOIP,WT l,oMEGA,ORF.BETAI,BETAO, 
1 BI,MBO,MM,NBBI NBL,N P,MRI O',RMSPCSOI,BESP(50), 
 LOAT,AANOK,ERSoR,STRFN,SlC~O,INTVl,SURVL 
O MON I ALCoN/MBIMl, B Pl,MBO l,MBOPl,MM l,HM1,HT,nTLR,DMLR, 
1 I CH,CP,EXPDN, WW,CP P,TGRUG,TBI,TBO,LAMBDA,TWL,lrMIN,ITMAX. 
 IP, SI2',BVI2'.MVI O',IVClOll,[TVllOO,2',TVllOO,2I, 
3 TDMVI100,2',BETAV 100,2',M I O,2I,OTOMH(100,2',HETAH(100,2', 
 HIIOO,2'.BEHII O,21,RM(100',BEI100),OBOMIlOO), AUlOO), 
 A( 100' 
O MUN I RBAAK/HI4',R(4I,B(4',KAKC4),KAI4),RZ,BZ,IH(4) 
TEGER LOAT,AAND~,ERSOR,STRFN,SLCRO'JURVl,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
1 PER, l, T,SRW 
AL , K.LAMRD LMAX, H,MlE,MR, SL,MSP,MV,MVIMl 
ITVI IM,lI.GT. IT C IM, " ETURN 
l   VIIM,lI 
   TVU 1 
I Vl  V(lM,;O 
  F  1M, U) 
  +ITVl-ITVU 
O 0   = I P U , I P L 
  T+1 
A L RB(IM,IT,IP) 
 10 1;: 1,4 
AK I I)  . 
10  ( I)   
C I  RB ~LUES R SES HERE ESH I ES TERSECT ADES 
0 IIT.E-Q. TVIIM,l» L DRY12(l,IM, T' 
IT.EQ.ITVIII'I,2') L DRY1212,IM,IT' 
 VM 1 -= lT  ( I M-l tl ) 
Pl  VIIM+l,l) 
IIT.lT.ITVM1) L DRY34(3,IM,l) 
f( .LT.ITVPll All ORY34(4, ,1) 
I rT.G .ITVI 1"1-1,2) All DKY 413,IM,ZI 
IT.G .ITVIIM+1,21) L ORY34(4.IM.21 
1  I .EQ.MBO.ANO.LDWER.EQ.21    
C MPUTE  D  OEFFICIENTS 
c 
80 L ~K(IM,lP) 
  1 1,4 
 ( I P)   I I P , +1< A K ( ( ) * A I I p, I ) 
 (I<A«().EQ.ll IIP,[)  . 
TURN 
C EFP LCULATES f ITE I FERENCE EFFICIENTS, ,  NSTANTS, , 












IF (IT.EQ. ITVU) R{[I










HRB CALCULATES MESH SPACINGy H, DENSITIESt RZ AND R, AT GIVEN AND































ENTRY C EFPI [M) 
IT VU = IT  ( 1M, 11 
IT = lTVU-l 
IT l = IT I[ ,21 
IPl = T II +1I-l 
IPU = [VII I 
00 10  IP I U,fPL 
IT  [T+l 
C  H:~B  [MdT, [PI 
IF IIT. .ITV ) R.IlI R oIIPlI 
IF IIT. .ITV ) RIZ) R O(IPU) 
100 CALL A KIIM,IPI 
(IPlI II U+AIIPL,Z) 
( I UI = I [PU)-AI IPUtll 
RETUR~ 
END 
I TC  E  
I:lROUTWE RBIIM,IT,IPI 
c 
C RS LCULATES ESH ACI~G, , ENSITIES, l D ,  I EN D 
C JACENT INTS,  EAM ET T ICKN SES, S   8,  I EN 
C ~O DJACENT I TS 
C 
o MO~ I KRHol I2500,41,U(2500),K(2500),RHoI25001 
O MON I LCON/ BIMl,M fPl. BOMl, BOPl,MMM1,HHl,HT,OTLR,OMLR, 
1 I CH,CP,EXPON,TWW,:PTIP,TGR G,TBI, BO,LAMBDA,TWL,ITMIN,ITMAX, 
 ;~IP,IMS(2),8VI2 ,MV(10 ) [V l),ITVI10O 21,TVI100t21, 
 OTD~VIIOO 21,BETAV(100,2),MHIIOO,2) OTDMH(lOO,Z),BETAH1100,2), 
4 KMHIIOQ,Z),lIEHIIOO,2),RMI100),BEllOO).DBDMI100). ALIIOO), 
 A(100) 
MUN RBAAK/HI4),R 4),BI41,KAKI4),KA(41,Rl,BZ,IHI4) 
I TEGER LDAT,AANDK,ERSOR ST FN,S CRO,~URVL,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
1 PER, l,ST,SRW 
EAL , AK,LAMBOA,LMAX, H,MLE,MR SL,MSP,MV,MVIMI 
H(1)= HT*RMIIM) 
IZ)= T*RMIIMI 
131= VIIM) - VIIM-ll 
I41 = VI IM+1)-MVI IMI 
RZ = r{HOIIPI 
IP3  IPFIIM-l,ITI 
IP4 = IPF(IM+l, TI 
RI 1) ~HOI IP-l) 
RIZI RHOIIP+l) 
I)I " HOIIP31 









C AAK CALCULATES FINITE DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENTS_ At AND CONSTANT, K,




























L BDRYL2 CORRECTS VALUES COMPUTED BY HRB WHEN A VERTICAL MESH LINE




















}UFTC K BUG 
BKOUTl~E AKI 1M, (PI 
 
 AK ALCULATES INITE I F R NCE OEFFICIENTS, , D ONS ANT, , 
 T  I~GlE ESH INT 
 
MON UKRHOI I2500,4I,UIZ50 1,KI25001,RHOI25001 
O MO~ AlCON/M IMl,MBIPl,MSOMl,MBOPl, MMl,HM1,HT,DTlR,DMLR, 
1 ITCH, ,EXPON,TWW,CP IP, GROG BI, BO,L MBDA,TWL,ITMIN,ITMAX, 
 IP,  S I 2 I ,B V 12 I ,M   100 I , I V I 1011 , lTV I 100,2 I , TV I 100,2 I , 
 TOMVII00,21,BETAV IOO 2I,MHI100,21,DTDMHI100,21,~ETAH1100,21, 
 MHII00,21,BEH I00,21,RMII00),BEII00),DBDMII00I, ALII001, 
 AII001 
O MON I RBAAK/H(41,RI4I,BI41,KAK(4I,KAI41 Z,BZ,IHI41 
EGER LDAT,AANDK.ERSOR,ST F~,SLCRD,SURVL,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
1 PER,Sl,ST,SRW 





834= IBI41*RI41-B(1)*R 3»/B /RZ/ HI3)+HI4)I-SAlII~'/RMIIMI 
I IP,ll 2./HI l)+812)fAZlIHI1l+HI2)1 
I lP,2)  12l -AIIP,l I 
IIP,31  12./HI31+B34'/AZlIHI3'+H(4)1 
llP,41  34/ -AIIP,31 
I lPI  W SZ*RZ*S LI IHI/AZ 
TURN 
D 
I FTC DRY12 EBUG 
BKOUTlNE DRYi211, 1M, ITI 
 
 DRYll O~RECTS LUES O~PUTED  RB HEN  ERTICAL ESH I E 
 ~TERSECTS  LADE 
 
MON CAlCON/MB ~I,MBIPl, BOMl,MBOPl,MMMl,HMI,HT,OTlR,DMlR, 
1 ITCH,C ,FXPON,rWW,CPTIP,TGROG,TB ,TBO,lAMBDA,TWl,ITMIN,IT AX' 
 .11 I P,  S I Z , ,BV I Z , ,Mill 100 I , I V I 101 ) , lTV I 100. Z I , TV ( 100,21 , 
 TD~VIIOO,ZI,BETAV I00,ZI,~HIIOO,21,DTDMHII00,ZI,8ETAH(100,2), 
 MHIIOO,Z),BEHl100,ZI,RMI100),BEIlOOI,DBDMI100I, UIOO), 
 A( 100 I 
O MO~ / HOS/RH HBIL O,2),RHOVBILOO,21 
O MO~ RBAAK/HI41,RI4',BI41,KAKI41,KAI41,RZ,Bl,IHI41 
TEGER lDAT,~ANDK ERSOR,STKF~,SLCRD,SURVl,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST. 
1 P~R 1,ST,SR~ 
EAL ,KAK,lAMBDA LMAX,MH,MLE,MR,MSl,MSP,MV,MVIMl 
I II  BSIFlOATII f)*HT-TV((~,r ,, RMIIM) 
II'= HO IBIIM,  I 





$[BF[C BDRY 34 DEBUG
SUBROUTINE BDRY}4(I,IM, SURF)
C
C BDRY34 CORRECTS VALUES COMPUTED BY HRB WHEN A HORIZONTAL MESH LINE

























C SOR SOLVES THE SET OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS FOR THE STREAM FUNCTION
























SOLVE MATRIX EQUATION BY SOR, OR CALCULATE OPTIMUM OVERRELAXATION
FACTOR
36 
~IBFrc DRY  EBUG 
UBROUTI~E ORY3411,IM,S RFI 
 
 DRY34 RECTS LUES O~PUTED  B HEN  ORIZONTAL ESH I E 
 I TERSECTS  LADE 
 
MON I LCON/M M1,MBIP1,MBOMl,MBOP1,MMMl,HMl,HT,OTLR,OMLR, 
1 TCH C ,EXPON,TWW,CPT P,TGROG,TBI,TBO,LAMBDA,TWL,ITMIN,IT~AX, 
 IP,I SI2I,BVCZI,MVIIOOI,IVIIOl',ITVI100,ZI,TVllOO,ZI, 
 OTDMVIIOO,Z',BETAVIIOO,2I,MHIIOO,ZI,OTDMHIIOO,Z',BETAH1100,2', 
 MHIIOO,ZI,BEHI O ,Z',RMIIOOI,BEIIOO),DBOMI100), ALIIOO), 
 AIIOOI 
O MO~ I HOS/RHQHBII O,2I,RHOVBIIOO,ZI 
O MO~ I RBAAK/HI4I,RI4',BI4I,KAKI4I,KAI4I,RZ,BZ,IHI41 
TEGEK LDAT,AANOK E SOR,STRF~ SLCRO,SURVL AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
1 PER,Sl,ST.SR  
EAL , AK,LAMBDA,L AX. H, LE R,MSL,MSP,MV,MVIMI 
ISURfl=IHISURFI+l 
S=IHISURFI 
 I II =AB S I MV I 1M 1- MH I I HS, R F I I 
I II=K O BI IHS,~URFI 
I II=BE I IHS,SUIHI 
K I I 1   V IS URF 1 
AI I 1=1 
 TUR,'4 
D 
I ijFTC R EBUG 
BRUUTINE R 
 
 R LVES E T  ULTANEOUS UATIONS R E REAM NCTIO~ 
 SING E ETHOO F CESSIVE VE -RELAXATION 
 
c 
MON I KRHOI I2500,41,u(2500 KI2 0),RHOIZ500) 
U MON I P/GAM,AR,T ,RHOIP,WT L,OM GA,ORF,BETAI,BETAO, 
1 Bl,MBO,MM,NBBI,NBL,NRSP MR 0),RMSPI50),BESPI50I, 
 LOAT,AAN K,ERSOR,STRFN,SLCRO,INTVL,SURVL 
MUN LCON/M M1,MBIPl,MBOMl, BOPl,M M1,HM1,HT,OTLR,DMLR, 
1 I :H,CP,EXPON, WW,CPTIP,TGROG, BI, BO,L MBOA,TWL,ITMIN,ITMAX, 
 IP, S(2),BV ZI,M I OO),IVII01),(fVIIOO,2),TVI10O,2I, 
3 TDMVIIOQ,Z),BETAVIIOO,2),MHIIOO,ZI,OTDMHIIOO.Z),3ETAH1100,Z', 
 HI 100, Z) ,BEH( 100,2) ,RMI 1001 ,BE (100) ,DBOMI 100), L (100) , 
 AIIOOI 
TEGER OAT,AANDK E SOR,STRF~,SLCRD,SURVL AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
1 PER,Sl,ST,SR  
AL , AK,LAMBOA,L AX, H,MLE R,MSL,MSP,MV,MVIMI 
ATEMP .: I'WK 
 I RF.GE.Z.1 RF-=O. 
IORF.GT.l.)    
RF -= 1. 
RFUPT= . 
0 RFTEM=ORFOPT 
AX = . 
0 I ATEMP.GT.O) RITEI6,lOlO) 
RUR = . 












C CORRECT IPt AND IP2 ALONG PERIODIC BOUNDARIES
IF(IM°GE.MBI.AND.IM.LE.MBO} GO TO 60
IF{IT.EQ.ITV{IM, I}) IPL : IPI*_BBI
IFIIT.EQ.ITV(IM,2)) [P2 = IP2-NBBI
60 IT3 = If
IT4 = If
[00 IP3 = IPFIIM-I,[I])
IP4 = IPF(IM+I, IT41
IFIORF.GT.I.) GO IO IIO
C CALCULATF _EW ESTIMATE FOR LMAX
UNEW = _{IP,I}_U(IPII+A(IP,2)mU[IP2)+AI[PF3}_U{IP3)÷AIIPv4)_U|IP4)
IF (UNEW.LT.I.E-25) UIIP} : O.





CALCULATE NEW ESTIMATE FOR STREAM FUNCTION RY SOR




It5 IF(AATEMP.LE.O) GO TO I20
WRITE {6,t030) II,IPDIPItIP2,1P3_IP4tIAIIP,I),I:t,4ItKIIP)
t20 IT : IT+I
AAIEMP = 0
IF{URF.GT.I.) GO TO [30
ORFOPT= Z./(I.+SQRTIABS(I°-LMAX)))
WRITE(BtLO00| URFOPT




I30 IFIERSOR.GT.O) WRIIEIB, I06O) ERROR
IFIERRUR°GT..OOOOOL) GD TO 50
IF(STRFN.LE.O) RETURN







WRITE (6,[020) [M, ITVU
[60 WRITE (6_I060} (UIIP),IP=IPUtlPL|
RETURN
[000 FORMAT(24H ESTIMATED OPTIMUM ORF =,FB°6i
[OIO FORMAT I82H[ IT IP IPI [P2 IP3
L At3) A{4) K}
L020 FORMAT(SHKIM =tI4,6Xt6HITI = _14)
tO]O FORMATIIX_I4_SI6_SFIO.S)
IO_O FQRMATIOH ERROR :tF[[.8)





I    
 0 I = 1 , MM 
(  " ( IIMI 
PL" I IIM+l1-1 
IT  l IIM,!) 
I IAArfMP.GT.O) ~ ITE 1 ,1020) ,IT 
 0 I =IPU,IPL 
I I" ( - 1 
I 2  +l 
 RECT 11'1 D  ONG RIODIC R UNOA~IES 
I II .GE.MBI.ANO.IM.LE.MBO)    
IT.EQ. TVIIM,l)1 I I l+\j BI 
IT.EQ. TVIIM,2)1 I   - BI 
60 1 3 IT 
1T4 " IT 
1 0 3" FIIM-I,1BI 
4   PH 1,1 T41 
I IORF.GT.1.)  T  110 
 LCULATF ~ W F I ATE  AX 
Ew  ,\ IP,I'*U IPll+.\I ,2)*lJlIP2)+ IIP,3)*UIIP3IHIIP,4)*UIIP4) 
I  I ~EW.LT.l.E-25) IIPI = . 
 I (IP'.EQ.O.I O TO 115 
ATIU" .\jEW/UIIP) 
AX= M.\XIIRATIO.LMAX) 
( IPI " EW 
GO T  115 
C LCULATE  TI ATE ~ EAM NCTION B  R 




(IPI = (I I+CHANGE 
115 I I ATEMP.LE.OI   1 0 
RITE 1 ,10301 T,IP,IP1,IP2'[P3,IP4,IAIIP,llrI=1,41,KIIPI 
120 I  = 1T+1 
ATEMP   
I IURF.GT.1.)   1 0 
RFOPT= 2./ll. SQRT ABSll.-LMAX))) 
RITEI6,100010R OPT 
IORFI[M-ORFOPT.GT •• OOOOl OR.ORFOPT.GT.I.999)   0 
RITE 16,10701 
RF  URFOPT 
GU TU 50 
130 IERSUR.GT.O) RlrE16,1040, ROR 
I I UR.GT •• OOOOOll O U 0 
I ISTRFN.LE.O) ETURN 
C RINT ReAM NCTICN AlJES R IS TE~ATION 
C 
RIT[ [6,10501 
O 140 I ",I, M 
I U" I II"', 
IP  '" I IIM+1I-1 
U  I [101,11 
RITE 16,1 20) I ,IT U 
140 RITE 16.1 60) t IIP), z[PU,IPLI 
ETURN 
1 0 OR~ATI24H STIMATED PTIMUM ~F ,FQ.61 
1010 KMAT 182H1 [   I 2 3 4 
1 (3) I4' ) 
1020 RMAT 5HKIM ,14, X,6~ITl  ,[ 1 
1030 URMATt1X,14,5(6,5FIO.51 
1040 ORMATIBH ROR =,Fl1.B' 
1050 ORMATIIHl,lOX,22HSTREAM NCTION ALUES' 
1060 RMAT 12X,lDFL3.8) 
1070 F RMAT 11Hl) 
ND 





C SLAX CALLS SUBROUIINES IO CALCULAIE RHO_W-SUB-M THROUGHOUT






































































PLOTTED WITH THETA ACROSS THE
38 
SlBFfC l X BUG 
BH.OUr I NE X 
 
 l X LS BROUTINES TO LCULATE O*W-SUB-M ROUGHOUT E GION 
 D  f l ADE RFACES, D TO LCULATE D T E 
 REAMLINE CATIONS 
 
C 
MON IAUK~HOI Il500,41,U(250 ),KI 500I,RHOI25001 
MON II~P/GAM,A ,TIP,RHOIP,WTFL,OMEGA,ORF,BETAI,B£TAO, 
1 ~I,MBO,MM,NBBI NBL,NRSP,MR(50),RMSPI50),BESPI50I, 
 LO T,AAN K,ERSO ,STRFN,SLCRD,I VL,SURVL 
MON I ALCON/ B Ml,MaIPl,MB Ml,MBOPl, MMl,HMl,HT,OTlR,OMLR, 
1 IT:H,CP,EXPON,fWW,CPTIP,TG G,TBI,TBO,LAMBOA,TWL,ITMIN,IT AX, 
 IP, S(2),BVI21 MVIIOOI,IV IOl),ITVI100, ),TVllOQ,2), 
 0 T DMV I 100,2 I , fiE T A V I 100,21 , H ( 100,21 ,0 TDMH ( 100,2) , BE T AH 1100,2) , 
 ftMHII00,2),HEHI100,2),RMllO I,BEI100I, BOMllOOI, ALIIOO), 
 AIIOOI 
O MO~ I LA/TSl(6001,UINT(61 
IMENSION SlIlOO),KKKI141,P( 1 
IMENSION (2500),RWMI25001, ETAI25001,WMBI 00,21,WTB(lOO,2I, 
1 DOwN(400I,YACRQS(4001 
QUIVALENCE ll,l),W{I)),(A(1, , WMlll',IAI1,31,BETA(1)), 
1 I ll,4I,WMB I)),{AI201,41,W B(11',IAI401,4I,XDOWNI1)1, 
 I {ll,YACROS(lll 
TEGER LDAT,AANDK,ERSOR,ST ~,SLCRD,SURVL,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
1 PER,Sl,ST,SRW 
EAL , AK,lAMBDA,LMAX,MH,MLE,MR, Sl, SP, V,MVIMl 
ATA {~ KI I J=4,14,21/6*lH*1 
C All l VP ND VBB ROUGHOUT E EGION 
C 
C 
 T VU =  TV ( 1 , 1 I 
l l= V(1,21 
 10 =l,MBIMl 
10 A L l VPIIM ITVU,I LI 
00  :MBI,MBO 
1=  
0 A L J AVBBIIM) 
0 U  TVI~BOPl,ll 
Vl  TV(MBOP1,21 
 1 0 =MBOPl,MM 
1 0 All lI\VPIIM, VU,ITVLI 
C OT REAMLINES 
C 
 I LCRD.lE.O) ETURN 
 11 0  M= 1 , MM 
110 SlIlMI  VI M) 
K(lI   
K(2) : & 
K I i I  M 
{ 11 1. 
(31  o. 
{41 = o. 
RITE(f>,lOOOI 
L OT Y(MSL,TSL,KKK,P) 
R TE(b.lOI01 
ETURN 
0 0 RMAT 12HPT,50X,l&HST~EAMlINE OTS  
1010 URMAT 12HPl,40X,70HST~EAMltNES E UTTED ITH ETA CROSS E 





C SLAV CALCULATES RHO*W-SUB-M TtlROUOHOUT THE REOION AND ON THE BLADE
















































SLAVBB CALCULATES ALONG VERTICAL MESHLINES WHICH INTERSECT BLADES
39
$I~FTC SLAV DEBUG 
SUBR UTI"JE SLAV 
C 
C SLAV CALCULATES HD*W-SUB-M HROUGHOUT THE REGION AND  HE LADE 
C SURFACES, A~D CALCULATES THE TREAMLINE LUCATIONS 
C 
CO MON SRW,ITEP, I ND,LER(2),NER(Z) 
CO MON I UKRHOI IZ~OO 4),U(Z50 ) KIZSOO),RHOIZ500) 
CO MON I P/GAM,AR,T , HOIP,WTFL,UMEG ,ORF,BETAI,BETAO, 
1 S(,MBO,MM,NB81,NZL,NR P,MRI50),RMSP(SO),BESPISO), 
Z LOAr,AANDK,ERSO~,STRFN,SLCRD,INTVL,SU~VL 
CO MO~ I ALCON/M Ml, BIP1,MHO l, BOPl,MMM1,HMl,HT,DTlR,OMLR, 
1 ITCH,CP,EXPON, WW,CPT P,TGROG BI,TRO,LAMBDA,TWL,ITH[N,ITHAX, 
2 IP,( SIZ),BVCZ),MVII O),IV4101),ITVIIOO,Z),TVCIOO,21, 
3 0 T 011 V CLOD, 2) , RET A V I 100,2) ,M  C 100,2) ,0 TO MH C 100,2) ,RE T AH C 100, Z I , 
4 ~MHC lOO,Z),BEH(100,2),RM(100),BE(100),OBDM(IOO), ALCIOO), 
5 A(100) 
O MO~ I lA/TSL(600),UINT(6) 
I ENSION SP(~0),USPI50),DUDT 50).TINTI61 
I ENSION (2500),RWM{2S00),BETA(ZSOO),WMBIIOO,2),WT81 100,2), 
 DUWN(400),YACROS(400l 
QUIVAL NCE I Il,I),WI1»,IACl,2),RWMI1»,IAI1,3),HETAI1ll, 
1 I ll, 4 ) , W M BI 1 ) ) , ( A I 2 0 1 , 4) • W T 8 I 1 ) ) ,  A I 40 1 ,4) , X DOW N ( 1 ) I , 
 IU,YACROSllll 
NTEGE~ LOAT,AANDK,[RSOR,STRF~,SLCRD SURVL,AATEMP,SURF,F{RST, 
1 PER, l, T,SRW 
EAL ,KAK,LAMBDA.LMAX,MH,~LE. R,MSL,MSP,MV,MVIMI 
 
 AVP ALCULATES LONG ERTICAL ESH I ES HICH O OT 
 TERSECT LADES 
 
c 
TRY l IIP( 1M, {T U, ITVl) 
la :  
SP=  r L-ITVU+2 
  CIM}-l 
 10 1 =1,:'lSP 
  +l 
SP  IT} = OATI 1 +ITVU-ll*HT 
10 SP  1T1= l {PI ' 
SPINSP)  SPIl)+l. 
 : II ) 
TU  TIUIIP *5.) 
 (IP).GT.O.) ~TU=INTU+l 
 0 =l,S 
INTIJI  OATIINTUl/5. 
0  : ~TU+I 
INT(6) = INT(ll 
 U 100 



















IFI2.GI.NSPMI) GO [0 70
00 60 I[=2,_SPMI
IP = IP_l
TSP{I[) : FLOAT( IT+ITVU-I)_HI
60 USP(IT) = U(IP)
70 00 80 [=I,6
BU UINT(1) : FLOAT{I-|)IS.
FOR BOTH SLAVP AND SLAVBBt CALCULATE RHO*W-SUB-M IN THE REGIONt AND







II0 RWM(IP) = DUDT(IT)#WTFL/BEIIM)/RM{IM)
120 IF (LOC.EQ.O) GO TO [30




IF (RMDTUZ.GT.IO000.) WMB(IM,[) = O.
IF {RMDTLZ.GT.IO000.) WMB(IM,2) = O.
WMB{IM, I) = ABS(WMB(IM, L))_SQRT(I.+RMDTU2)
WMB(IM,2) = ABS(WMB(IM,2})#SQRTII.+RMDTL2)
















TRY ~lAV BIIM) 
::; 1 
UPl::; f IM,l  
[ l  1 ::; lT  11M, 2) 
IT  ::; f UPl-l 
I l ::; If l",l+l 
SP : I L-tTVU+l 
TSP(1)::; T (IM,l) 
SPINSPI  (JM,2) 
SPIU = V(1) 
SPINSP)  (2) 
 = 11/( 001)-1 
SPMl ::; ~ P-l 
I I2.GT.NSPMl)  TO  
DO   T=2, :IjSPM 1 
  [ +l 
SPIITI = AT I 1 +ITVU-ll*HT 
 SP( IT) ::; IP) 
 DO eo 1 1,6 
8  INTlI) :; LOATI -l) 15. 
 R TH VP  AVBB, LCULATE O*W-SUB-M  E GION, D 
 O*W T ERTICAL ESH ~E I ERSECTIONS  T E ADE RFACES 
 
100 L LINEITS USP,NSP,DUDT,AAAJ 
 ::; a  
::; II/11 ) 
 :: IM+ll-1 
 110 =IPU,IPL 
  1 +1 
110 MIIP)  UD llT)*WTFl/BEI IM)/RMIIMI 
20  I OC.EQ.Ol   1 0 
~MB IM,l) :: UDT I U* TFlIBEII I/RMC 1M) 
M8CIM,2)  UDTINSP'*~TFL/BE IM)/RM(IM) 
DTU2::; I IIMI*DTDMVIIM,l))**2 
DTL2 ::; ~M IM)*DTDMVIIM,2) 1**2 
 ~MUTU2 GT.IOOOO.1 MSIIM,11 ::; . 
 ( DTL2.GT.lOCOO.I MS(IM,21 ::; . 
MBIIM,l   BSIW BIIM,l))*SQRTll.+RMDTU21 
MBIIM,2) ::; BSIWMfHIM,2))*SQR Il.+RMDTL2) 
30  CRD.LE.O) ETURN 
I ::;  
L PLINT(U P,TSP, SP,UINT,NI,TINT,AAA) 
0 0 I,6 
 ( -ll* M+IM 
140 SLIL)= INT(J) 
 I .EQ.I) ~ITEI6,1000) 
RITE(b,lOlO) I/IIM),(UINT(J T1NTIJI,J::1,6) 
ETUI{N 
10 0 RMAT( IHl/30X,22HSTRE~MLINE ORDINATES/17Hl 







C TANG CALCUI. ATES RHO*W-SUII-TI4ETA AND THEN RHO*W THRGUGVCUT THE REGION
C A_D UN rhF BLADE SUP, FACES, AND CALCULATES THE VELOCITY ANGLE, BETA,


























PERFORM CALCUI.ATIONS ALONG ONE HORIZONTAL LINE AT A TImE
IT = ITMIN
lO IF (IT.GT.ITMAX) RFTURN
SI = 0
ON THE GIVEN HORIZONTAL MESH LINE, FIND A FIRST POINT IN THE REGION
2O
IF(IT.OE.O.AND. IT.LT.NBBI) OD TO 60
IN = Mf_IMI
IM= IM+I
IF(IW.GT.MBO) GO TU 200
SUrF = i
IF{IT.GE.ITVIIM, I).AND. IT.LT.ITV(IM-I,I)) GC. TO 70
IF(IM.EQ.MBOPI.AND. IT.EO. ITVIMBO,I)-I.AND. ITV(MBO,I)-ITV(MBO,2)
I +NB_I.EQ.2) GC It) 70
SURF = 2
IF(IT.LE.ITVIIM, 2).AND. IT.CT.ITVIIM-1,2)) GO TO 70
GO TG 2U




USP (I) = U(IT+I)
41
SIBFTC ~  O  
SUP~ClJTI'\iE TM-JG 
C 
 /\  CUL;'\ S D W ~Un-TIlETI\ /,J   *w OUGbCUT  ION 
 1\.\jO lj Th[e fl OE fl /\ ES,  CULATES  LOCITY I\ LE, TA, 
 ~OUGHCUT H  C~ 
 
 
~"Crj W'(TCR, r\jD,LER(2),~JEK(2) 
P~C~ II\ DHOI (2500 4),U(2500),K(250 ,RHO(2500) 
P~  II /CAM,AR,TIP,RHOIP,WTrL,OMEGA, RF,RETAI,PETAO, 
1 eI,MOO MM, OI,N8L,NRSP,MR(50),R~SP(50),AESPI5C). 
Z E DAT,AA\jDK E SO~,STRFN,SLCRD,INTVL,SURVL 
U~~CN I LCON/ AIMl, H Pl,MBO l,MROPl,MMMl,HMl,HT,nTLR,DMLR, 
1 TCH,CP,EXPUN,TWW,CPT(P, OG,T81 THO,LAM8DA,T~L,IrMIN,ITMAX, 
L IP,I S(Z),(3V(Z),M (lOO), VII01),ITV(10C,Z),TV(lOO,2), 
  OM" ( 100, 2 ) , PE T A V ( 100 ) • MH ( 100,2) ,0 TO ~H 1 100 ,2 ) , RE T AH ( 100,2 ) , 
 '( H(lOO,2),FlEI-(100,2 ,RM(100),BF:(LOO),[)[lOM(100), UIOO), 
 /lI\(100) 
~E~SIO~ MIIOC),USP(100),OUnMII00) 
01,... F N S IO~~  ( 2500 ) ,~WM ( 2 5 00) , R E Ttl ( 2 500  , ,", B ( 100,2 ) ,~ T B ( 100,2) , 
1 r W\j(400),YI\CRUS(400) 
CLIVALF\jCE ( (1,1),W(I» (A(1,2) RWMll», A( l,3),PETA(1», 
1 I ll,4), MB(1 1),(1\1201,4) ,WTG(I)), '(401,4),XnO~N(I)), 
 ll), ACROS(l» 
EGER A OAT,AI\NnK,,=RSOR,STRFN SLC~D,SURVL,~ATFMP, RF,FIRST, 
I L Plq,~l ST,S~W 
L KAK,LAMBnA LMAX MH,ML[ R,MSL,MSP,MV,MVI~1 
p:KiIIAL i~Ll,8LL 
 RFORr-' LCULATIOi'oS LONG U E ORIZONTAL I E   I!<IE 
C 
C 
 IT r~ IN 
10  . T.ITMAX) TURN 
 1 :  
C N F I FN RIZO~TI\L ESH INE, I O  [ ST INT  E GION 
C 
C 
I IIT.GE.u.ANO.I . T.NRBI) GO  0 
1M:  f' 1  1 
01 : I + 1 
F(I~.GT.MOO)   00 
RF : 1 
IT.r.r=. TVIIM,I). ND. .LT.ITV(IM-I,L» .   
F(I~.[C.M80Pl.A~n. .EQ.I (MHO,1)-I I\ND. V(MAO,l)-[TV(MBO,2) 
1 NBP.I.EQ.2)  Tll 0 
S RF  2 
IT.LLITV(IM,21. ND. .CT.ITV(IM-l,2») r,0  0 
 O  
C IRST pelNT IS  u~nARY -H 
c 
0 I l= 1 
1  : 1 
P"lll  V(ll 
SP 1) : IIT+ll 
 
GO FC 9O
FIRST PCINT IS ON A BLADE SURFACE





IF (IM.EQ.MBIPI} MVIMI = W,VIMItIMVIIMZI-MVIMII/IO00.
LER{2} = 5
BLCC (VIA ROOT} CALL NO. 5
IF{SI.FO. L.AND. IPI.NE.MBO)CALL ROOTINVINL,MVI IM2JtTH,BLItDTLRt
i ANS, A_A)
LE_(2) = 6
BLCC {VIA ROOT} CALL NO. 6
IF{SI.EQ.Z)CALL ROUT (MVI MI ,MVI IM2 ) , TH,BL2,DTLR, ANS, _AA}
IFiSI.EO.I.AND. IMI.EQ.MBO} ANS = MVIMBO}
SPW( I_l } = ANS
USP( IMI}= BV(SI}
MOVE ALONG HORIZONTAL MESH LINE UNTIL MESII LINE INTERSECTS BOUNDARY
90 IF{IW.LT.MBI.O_!.IM.GT.MBU} GU TO 120
SURF = I
IFilT.LT.ITV(IM_SURF}.AND.IT.GF.ITV(IM-ITSURF}) GO TO 14,0
SUrF = 2
IF(IT.OT.ITV( IMtSURF}.AND. IT.LE.ITV(IM-I,SURF}) oC TO I40
120 SPN{ IM} = MV{ IM)
IP = IPFIIM_IT)
USP{ IN} = LJ{ Ip)
IF ( IN'.FC.MM} OO TF_ 130
IM= IM+I
GO TO 90
FINAL POINT IS ON PO_;NOARY D-F
130 IMT = MN
GO rE 150
FINAL PCINT IS ON A BLADE SURFACE
Iz_O ST = SI.JRF
INT: IM
IMTNI= I_T-I
TH = FLO!T( IT}_HT
MVI_'I = _V( I_T_/ }
IF (IMTPI.EQ.MBI } HVIMi = NVIMI+[MVIIM2}-MVIM. I}/IO00.
LEt,_{2} : 7
BLCC IVI4 RO{IT} CALL NO. 7
IF [ST. EQ. I.ANO. I NT.NE.MB I )CALL ROOTI MVI MI, _"V I IMT ) , TH,BLI,
I CTLR, ANS,A_A)
LERI2} = 8
BLCC (Via ROOT} CALL NO. 8
IF (ST.E{,_.Z}CALL _Ofll (MV IMI ,MV( I _T ) , TH,BLZ,r}TLR, ANS _ AAA }
IF[ST.EO.I.ANO. IYT.EQ.MBI) ANS = MVIMBI)
42  
U rc 'j  
C 
C IR~T I~T S   ADE RFACE 
C 
u  1 -= '{ F 
Hll  I tv'-l 
 Z -= /J 
  LOAT(I )*HT 
VIML  V( Itv'll 
 IM.EQ.M~JP1) V MI ~ M1+(MV( M2)-~VItv'1)/I000. 
Fk(Z) -=  
C Lce IA CT) All O.5 
 ( ') 1. f- 0 •  • AI\l o.  r' 1 • N E • MR 0) CAL l O T ( M V I tJ 1 , M V ( 1 2)  T H , B Ll , D TL R, 
1 NS,UA) 
EH(2) -=  
C L [ (vi  OT) L O.  
C 
F(~1.[Q.Z)CALl OUT VI 1, V(I 2),T ,RL2,CTl~,A ,_ ) 
F(Sl LG.l.ANn.l~l.EQ.MBO) NS  V(MRU) 
PI'( lMll -= NS 
SP( f>.! 11 = V(Sl) 
C OVE LONG tlRIlO;HlIl FSH INE NTIL t-' 'SII INE TERSECTS U'WARY 
C 
c 
0 F(I'''.LT. lll.(jP.IM.GT.MeU) O  20 
RF  1 
F(I .LT.ITV(lM,SUi~FI."N[).IT.Gr.ITV(IM-l,SURr:» C U 40 
kF  Z 
F(I Gr.ITV(JtlI,SU~FI.AN[).JT l['ITV(IM-l,SURFI) GG  140 
20  P t..: (nll -=  V ( 1 ) 
P  PFIIM,ITl 
SP( 1M) -= U( P) 
 M .~'M) G  n 10 
= 1f-'+1 
O e 'JO 
C INIIL PH  m'J rUi}\JDA~Y -F 
C 
UO T /J,t-t. 
O c 50 
C 
C I AL INT    HLAO[ RFACE 
C 
140  -= lHF 
H1T= )v 
H1T tJ 1 -= un - 1 
  HeH( I*hT 
Vl"'l -= ""V( lMT"',l) 
 IMTML.rQ.M~I) MVIMI -= ~VIM1+(MV( ZI-MVIM1) 1 00. 
fi~(21 -=  
C RLec ( lt'I O(lT) L O.  
F(ST.[a.l.AND. ~ .NE.MBI) A L CT(~ I 1,~ (I T),T ,BL1, 
1 TLI~,MJS,A~A) 
 E { ( Z) -=  
C RL C II\ OT) A L O.  
F ~T.[O.2ICALl ~onT Mv Ml ~V( ~TI, ,BL2,nTlR,A ,A ) 
F(ST EO.l.AND. ~T.EQ.MBI) NS -= V(MBII 
SPN([NT) = ANS
USP(IN[): RVIST)







IF (FIRST.Or. LAST) O0 TO L[O
DO t&O I=FI_SF,LAS[
RWT = -DUON( I )_:_,rfFI /BE( [ )
IP = [PF(I,[TI
W(IP) : S0_TIRWT_2+RWM(IP)_2)
[60 BETA(IP) = ATAN2(RNT,RWN(IP))_57.29577_9
CALCULATE RHL;_W Of_ IHF BLADE SURFACES
L7(3 IF (INI.FO.t) qF3 f(] [80
CALL STARCH (SPM(IML),SI,IHS)
ANS = -DLJDN( Ibtl ) W_WTFL/BEH( IHSt S[ )
WT_(IHS,SI) = ABS{ANS)_SQRT(t.+I./(RMH(IHS_SII_DTD/_I-(IHStSX))#_2)
tSO ]F(IPI._C.MM) GO TO 200
CALL S[AP CH (SPM(I_41),ST,IHS)
ANS = -0U[_tl( IPT)_WTFL/BEH{ INS,ST}
WTE'(IhL_,ST) = A[IS(ANS)_SORF(L..I./(RIVH(IHS,ST)_DTDrvF(IHS,ST))_2)
190 GO fL 2(J



























srr-'llMT)  S 
SPIl,..,T)= Il IST) 
C LCULAIE HU*W-SUB-THETA [) HfN *W O TA  I-'F GION 
C 
150 ",SP= HT-IMl+l 
 L  r LIN (" I S rM ( p~ 1 ) , US P I an ) ,,\J S P, OU OM ( I M 1 ) , ~ A A I 1,..1 ) ) 
IW"d=l 
f Ilf'I.l.Nf.l) rl'lST=lM2 
AS T = ~:~. 
 F In .[\,E .MI·,)  I\S T= H1H', 1 
IF IFIKST.GT.LflST) GU  170 
UU 1 ( U  = F I ~ sr. L ~ S r 
  IJUDM(I)~'WTfL/tlEll) 
P  lPFII,!T) 
IIP) = QRT(R\H**Z+RWM( IP)**2) 
160 ElETAIlP)  A~J211{.IT.I{'1~1lIr»*57.2q5779 
C 
C ALCULATE I{HU*  ~I I F FlLt\OE RF ACES 
C 
170 F lMl.FO.l) r.o TO 180 
L f I{CH ISP (IMll.Sl,rHS) 
 S  [)u rm I  n I * 'I T HI f:I E H (  H S,  1  
T[!IIt-'S.Sl)  flBSlflNS)*SQRT!1.+1./(RMHI S,Sl)*DTD~"IIHS,Sl))**2J 
IH  IF( ~T ~C.MM)   0 
A L f~~  I PMIIM ),ST,IHS) 
fi S  DUll/-II I"T)*WTFl/IIEHI HS,STJ 
T[;llh:"ST)  flSIANSJ*S(JRTIl.+l./IJ.WHIIHS l*CTOfolhIIHS,ST)**2) 
90 U Ie () 
0 T = T+! 
U C 10 
[ 
SI FTC ARCH EBUG 
BROUTINE ARCH OIST,SURF,IS) 
C 
C ARCH l ATES E S TION F ~ I EN ALUE F   E H RAY 
C 
O MON ALCON/M IM1,MBIP1,MBO 1,MBOP1. MM1.HM1,HT.OTlR,OMlR, 
1 ITCH,C ,EXPON,TWW,CPTIP,TGROG,TB .TBO,lAMBDA.TWl,ITMIN,ITMAX, 
 IP,IMSI21,B¥(21,M¥C OOI,IVIIOll,ITVI100,21,TVllOO,21, 
 TO~¥IIOO,21,BETAV I O,21,MHIIOO,21, TDMHCIOO.21,BETAH(100,21, 
4 H(100,2),BEHI100,2I,RMC100I,BEIIOOI,OBDMI100). AlC100), 
 U(lOO) 
EGER lDAT,AANOK,E SOR,STRFN,SlCRD,SUR¥l,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
 PER,Sl,ST,SRW 
EAL , AK,lAMBDA,lMAX,HH,MlE, R,MSl,MSP,MV,MVIMl 
O 10 1-1,100 
 I BSCMHII,SURF)-OISTI.GT.DMlRI    
   
ETURN 
10 ONTlNLJE 
RITE 16,1 00) IST,SURF 
OP 
0 RMAT 138HL RCH NNOT IND   E  RAY/7H IST z,G14.6, 






C VELOCY CALLS SUBROUTINES TO CALCULATE DENSITIES AND VELOCITIES
C THROUGHOUT THE REGION AND ON THE BLADE SURFACESt AND IT PLOTS










































40 KKK(ZtSURF÷I) = NP[-NP2
GO TO 30
44  
IBFTC ELOCY BUG 
BROUTINE ELOCY 
 
 ELOCY LS UBROUTI~ES  ALCULATE ENSITIES D ELOCITIES 
 ROUGHOUT E FGION D  E LADE RFACES, D  TS 
 E RFACE ELOCITIES 
 
MO~ KRHOI (2500,41,U(Z500),K(250 ,RHO(Z5001 
MON I P/GAM,AR,TIP,RHOIP,WTFl,OMEGA, RF,BETAI,SETAO, 
1 BI,MBO,MM,NBBI,NBL,NRSP,MR(50),RMSP(50),BESP(501, 
 LDAT,AANDK,E SOR,STRFN,SLCRD,INTVL,SURVl 
MON I AlCON/ BIM , 8IPI,MBO 1,MBOPl,MM 1,HMI,HT,OTLR,DMLR, 
1 I CH,CP,EXPON, WW,CP IP, GROG,TBI TBO,LA BDA,TWL,ITMIN,ITMAX, 
 IP,I S(Z),BV(Z),MVII O), VIIOl), TVI 00,Z),TV(IOO,2). 
 TDMV(lOO,Z),BETAV O,Z),M (l O,Z),DTDMHCIOO,Z),BETAH(100,ZI, 
 K HI 100,ZI,BEHI 100,Z) ,RMI 100) ,BE( 100) ,DBDM( 1001, LlIOO), 
 AIIOO) 
I ENSION KClS) 
I ENSIUN (2500),RWM(Z500),BETA Z5001,WMBIIOO,ZI,WTBIIOO,2), 
1 DOwN(4001,YACRDSI400) 
UIVAL NCE AI1,1I,WIl)),(A(1,21,RWMI1)),(A(1t3),BETAI1)), 
1 1,41,WMB(I)),IA(201,4),WTB(1)),IAI401,4),XDOWN(1)), 
 l',YACROSll)) 
EGER LDAT,AANDK,ERSOR,STRF~,SLCRD URVl,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
L P[R l, T.SRW 
EAL , AK,LAMBDA,L AX,MH,MLE, R,MSL,MSP.MV,MVIMI 
ATA KI4'/lH*I,KKK(6'/IHOI,KK (8'/1 +I,KKK(101/LHXI 
C 




L ELBB(M I,MBOI 
0 L ELP(MBOPL,MM) 
L L SUR 
C EPARE T RAYS R OT F ELOCITIES 
C 
(SURVL.LE.OI ETURN 
P2  0 
C NGENTIAL MPO ENTS 
 0 RF=l,Z 
P1  P2 
S  StSURFI 
(IMSS.LT.l)  O 0 
 0 S=l,IMSS 
 t BSI TDMH(IHS,SURFI* MHIIHS,SURFII.LT •• 57735)   0 
Pl  '4Pl+l 
CRUSC~Pl)  TB(IHS,SURF) 
DO NnPlI " HIIHS,SUHI 
 NTINUE-
0 KIZ*SURF+l)  PL-NP2 










?0 KKK(2_SURF+5) = NP{-_P2









lOO0 FORMATI2HPT,50X,24HBLADE SURFACE VELOCITIES)
lOlO FORMAT (2HPLtBTX,63HVELOCITY(W) VS. MERIDI_NAL STREAMLINE DISTANCE
l|M) DOWN THE PAGE /2HPL/
2 2MPL,5OX,SOH+ - BLADE SURFACE I, BASED ON MERID[ONAL COMPONENT/
2HPL,5OX,5OH_ - BLADE SURFACE I, BASED ON TANGENTIAL COMPONENT/
4 2HPL,5OX,5OHX - BLADE SURFACE 2t BASED ON MERIDIONAL COMPONENT/
5 2HPL,5OX,5OHO - BLADE SURFACE 2, BASED ON TANGENTIAL COMPONENT)
END
45
0 P2 ::: ~ l 
C ER DIONAL MPO ENTS 
C 
 80 ~ :::1,2 
PI ::: ~ 2 
 0 =MBIPl, 80Ml 
 t BS(OTD V(IM,SURF)*RM(IM)).GT.l.1321)    
PI ::: ~ l+l 
ACROS(NPll ::: MB(IM,SURF) 
DOWN(NPll ::: V( 1M) 
 ONTINJE 
1  K(Z*SURF+S)  l-~P2 
 P2  "IPI 
C OT ELOCITIES 
(. 
K (11   
K t 21   
 ::: ~  
RITE(6,1000) 
L OTMY(XDOWN,YACROS,KKK,P) 
R tTEtb, 1010) 
TURN 
10 0 RMATt2HPT,50X,24HBLADE RFACE ELOCITIESI 
1010 RMAT PL,31X,63HVElOCITYtW) S. ER DIONAL REAMLINE ISTA~CE 
It I wN E E 1 HPLI 
 HPL,50X,50H+ ADE RFACE 1, 
3 Pl,50X,50H* ADE RFACE 1, 
 PL,SOX,50HX ADE RFACE , 








ER 101 ONAl 
NGENTIAL 






































IF {FIRST.EQ.L.AND. INTVL.GT.O) WRITE(6_[O00}









TO W(IP) = ANS




VELBB CALCULATES ALONG VERTICAL MESH LINES WHICH INTERSECT BLADES
46 
JBFTe EL G 
BROUTINE El 
C 
C EL LCULATES ENSITIES D ELOCITIES M E DUCT F 
C ENSITV I ES ELOCITY 
C 
 
MON W,ITER, ND,LER(2),NER(2) 
MUN I KRHOI (2500 4),U(2500),K(Z50 ,RHO(Z500) 
MLN I P/GAM,AR,TIP,RHOIP,WTFL,OMEGA, RF,BETAI,AETAO, 
1 ~I,MBO,MM, BI,NBL,NRSP,MR(50),RMSP(50),BESP(50), 
2 LOAT,AANOK,E SOR,STRFN,SlCRO,INTVL,SUKVL 
MON I LCON/ BIMl, B P1,MRO 1, BOPl,MM l,HMl,HT,OTLR,OMLR, 
1 I CH,CP,EXPON,rWW,CP IP,TGROG,TBI,TBO,lAHBOA,TWL,ITHIN,ITMAX, 
2 IP,IMS(2),B (Z ,HVI OO),IVIIOl),ITVI100,2),TVllOO,21, 
3 OTD"W I 100, Z) , BE T AV 1100, ) ,HH I 100,2) ,DTDMH ( 100,2) ,BE TAil ( 100,2 ) , 
 KMHIIOO,2),BEH(lOO,Z),RMIIOO),BE(10U),DBDMIIOU), LIlDOI, 
 ACIOO) 
MON RHOS/~HOHBIIOO,2),RHOVBIIOO,Z) 
I ENSION WCRM(lOO,Z),WWCRTIIO 21,SUKFlIIOO,Z) 
I ENSION (2500),QWMI2500),BETA(Z500),WMBIIOQ,Z),WTSIIOQ,Z), 
1 DOwN(400),VACRQSl400) 
 U I II AL NC E I   1,11 , W ( 1 ) ) , ( A I 1 , 2 ) ,R W MIL) ) , I A I 1,3) , B FT A I 1 ) ) , 
1 I (1,4),WMB(1)),(A(20 ,4),WTB(I)),(A(40L,4I,XDOWN(1)), 
 (ll,VACROSIlI) 
 ELP LCJLATES LONG ERTICAL ESH I ES HICH  OT 
 ERSECT LADES 
 
TRY ~ELP(FIR5T.LAST) 
EGER lOAT,AANOK,ERSOR,STRF~.SLCRD, URVL,AATEMP,SURF,FIRST, 
1 PER, l, T,SRW 
AL ,KAK,LAMBDA,LMAX,MH,MLE,~R,MS ,MSP,MV,MVIM1 
(FIRST GT.LAST) ~fTU~N 
 I I~ST.EQ.1 ANO.INTIIL.GT.O) RITE(6,lOOO) 
 IRST EQ.ll ElER  .  
  zFIRST,LAST 
  ( 1M) 
L  PU+NBEI-l 
r LMR  . EG *L MBD -(O EGA*RMIIM))**Z 
R( 11=4 
 10 J =IPU,IPL 
C ENSTV L O.4 
C 
L ~STV(W(IP),RHOIIP),ANS,TWLMR,CPT[P,EXPON,RHOIP,GAM,AR,T[P) 
10 IIP)  S 
 ( TV LE.O)    
RITE ,1010) ,(WIIPI,BETA(IP),IP=IPU,[PL) 
0 ONTI~UE 
ETURN 








IF iFIRST.NE.MBI) GO I3 30
SURFLiMBItl) = O.
SURFLIMBIt2) = O.




IPLML = IPFiIM, ITVL)
TWLMR = 2._OMEGA_LAMBDA-(OMEGA_RM(IM))_2
WCR = SQRT(TGROG_TIP_(L°-TWLMR/CPTIP))
IF {IrVL.LT.ITVU} _0 TO 50
ALONG THE LINE BETWEEN BLADES
LER(1)=5
DO 40 IP=IPUPItlPLMI



















IF (INIVL.LE°OI GO TO 50
WRITE |6tlOlO) IMtIW(IP),BETA(IP),IP:IPUPI_IPLMI)
THE UPPER SURFACE
RHOB : RHOVB(IM, I)
LER(L)=6






















T~Y ElBBIFIR5 ,lASTI 
IFIRS .GT.lASTI ~ETURN 
 IFI~ST.NE.MBI)  TJ 0 
RFll~BI,ll  o. 
~FLIMBlt21 :: o. 
0  1  I =FIRST,lAST 
l U  VIIMtll 
Vl  VIIM,21 
( Pl = F( IM,ITVU) 
LMl:: FIIM, Vll 
LMR  .* MEG *L MBDA-(O EGA*RMIIMII**2 
CR:: R IT ROG*TIP*IL.- WlMR/CPTIPII 
 I TV .L .ITVUI GO   
 LONG E I E TwEE~ ADES 
ERI1I=') 
  ::I UPl, PlMl 
 OENSTY All O.  
L O ~STY WIIP),RHUIIP),ANS,TWlMR,CPTI~ EX~ON,RHOIP,GAM,AK,TIP) 
0 IIPI :: NS 
 I TVl.lE.O)   0 
RITE 1 ,1010) ,IW(IP),BETA IP),IP:: PUPl,IPLMl) 
C  E PER RFACE 
 HOS:: HOVBIIM,l  
ERIll=6 
C ENSTY L O.  
L  ~ STY ( WMB ( 1 , 1 ) ,It HOVB I f M, II , AN S, T WlMR, CPT I P, E X PON, RHO I P, 
1 AM,AR,TIP) 
MB(IM,l) :: S 
WCR CIM,l) = MO([M,lI/WCR 
II .EQ.MBI)    
ELTV:: VIIM-l,l -TVtIM,l1 
URFLIIM,l) :: MFLltM-l,I)+SORTIIMVI MI-MV(IM-111**2+ 
1 ElTV* RMI'MI+KM(fM-1))/2.1**21 
 ELER  MAXII ELE ,ABSIIRHOB-R OVBIIM,l))/RHOVBIIM,ll)) 
C Oi  wER RFACE 
OB :: HOVBltM,21 
l RIll=1 
C OENSTY L . 1 
 
L ~STY(WMBI IM,2),~HOVBIIM,21,ANS,TWlM~,CPTIP,EXPON,RHOIP, 
1 AM,AR,TIPI 
MBIIM,21 :: S 
WCR IIM,21  MBIIM,2'/WCR 
(I .EQ.MBI)   0 
ElTV: V(IM-l,2'-TV(IM,21 
RFLIIM,2) = RFl(IM-l,2)+SQRTI(~V«(MI-MVIIM-1»)**2+ 
1 IOELTV*CRMI )+RMIIM-1)'/2.1**2) 
10 LER = A AX1(~ELE~,ABSI(RHOB-RHOV81 ,2'I/RHOVBII~,2))' 
 fURl'! 
 EL SUR LCULATES ONG  LADE RFACE 
 
TRY IIEl5UR 
00  RF=1,2 
S = SISURF) 
II SS EQ.OI   1  














80 RELER = AMAXI(RELER,ABS((RHDB-RHOHBIIHS,SURFI}/RHOHBIIHS,SURF)))
gO CONTINUE
IF (RELER.LT..OOL) IEND = IEND÷I
WRITE(@,LO80) ITER,RELER















[OOO FORMAT(XHI/40X,34HVELOCITIES AT INIERIUR MESH POINTS )
[DID FORMAI(IHL,3HIM:,I3,5(24H VELOCITY ANGLE(DEGI)/
L(SXtS(GIS.AtFg. 2)))
[020 FORMAT(IHI/I6X, IH_,[BXt49HSURFACE VELOCITIES BASED ON MERIDIONAL C
[OMPONE_TStAOX,LH_/I6X,[H=_5_Xp[H*,53X, LH=I[6XplH_LgXvISHBLADE SUR
2FACE I,[9X,[H*,2OX,L5HBLADE SURFACE 2,[8X, LH=/IX,IHMtBX_[H#_2(3X,
38HVELO_ITYt)X_23HA_GLE(DEG) SURF. LENGTHtSXISHW/WCR,6X,[H$))
L040 FORMA[{(LH ,GI3.4_3H _,2(GI2.4,Fg.2,2GIS.At)H _)))
[050 FORMAI(LHI/3X,AQHSU_FACE VELOCITIES BASED ON TANGENTIAL COMPONENTS
L )
1060 FORMAT(//22X,L5HBLADE SURFACE _II/TXtIHMtLOXt8HVELOCITY_3X,LOHANG
LLE(_EG)_X_SHW/WCR)
[0/0 FORMAI([H _2G[3.4_Fg.2tG[5.4)




T l R = 2 OMEG *L~MBD4-(OMEGA* MH(IHS,SURFI'**2 
~ : ~TITGROG*fIP*(l.- WLMR/CPTIPII 
B  HBIIHS,SU~F, 
RIlI=8 
C DENSTY CALL NO. 8 
C 
LL O NSTYIWTAI IHS,SURFI,RHOHBCIHS,SURFI,ANS,TWLMR,CPTIP, 
1 PON,RHOIP, AM,AR,TIPI 
TSIIHS,SURF)  S 
WCRTI(HS,SURF)  w BIIH ,SURF)/WCR 
 LER  AX1IRELER,ABSI IRHOB-RHOHBCIHS, U )I/RHOHBIIHS,SURF»)1 
~O NflNUE 
I  I ElER.LT •• OOL) lE   I O+1 
RITEI6,l0801 I ER,R LER 
 RITE L DE RFACE ELOCITIES 
C 
I  I U~V .LE.OI TURN 
RITE(6, L020) 
RITECD,l0401 IHVCIM',WMB(IM,ll,BETAVCIM,L),SURFl(IM,l', 
1 C I{ M C 1M, 1 ) , W MB C 1M, 2 , ,B ET AV C 1M, 2) , SURFl I 1M, 2 I ,WWC R M I 1M, 2) , 
 I =MBI,MBO) 
RITE(c,1050) 
 1 0 RF=l,Z 
I SS  I SISURF) 
IMSS.LT.l)   100 
RITE(6,L0601 MF 
RITEC6,1070) I H(IHS,SURF),WTB(IHS,SUKF),BETAHIIHS,SUKF), 
1 WC IIHS,SURF), S=l,IMSSI 
100 NT PlJE 
ETUKN 
L O RMATIIHl/ 0X,34HVELOCITIES  TERIUR ESH INTS 
10LO ORMAT(l L,3HI~=,13,5(24H ELOCITY NGL (DEGII/ 
lC5X,5(G15.4,F9.Z ) 
1020 RMAT IHl/16X,lH*,18X,49HSURFACE ELOCITIES SED  ER IONAL  
lOMPUNE~rS,40X,lH*/16X,lH* 53X,lH*,53X,l */16X,lH*,19X,15HBLADE  
CE 1,19X,lH*,20X, 5HBLAOE RFACE ,L8X,l */7X,lHM,8X,lH*,213X, 
8HVELOCITy,3X,Z3HA~GLE(DEG) RF. ENGTH,5X,5HW/WCR,6X,lH*» 
1040 RMATI(lH 13.4,3H *,ZIG12.4,F9.2,2G15.4,3H *» ) 
1050 RMATI IH1/3X,49HSU~FACE ELOCITIES SED  NGENTIAL MPO ENTS 
1 ) 
060 ORMAT(/122X,15HRL~DE RFACE ,ll/7X,lHM,lOX,8HVELOCITy,3X,10HA~G 
l IOEG',3X,5HW/WCR) 
1070 KMAT(lH , Gl3.4,F9.2,G15.4) 
1080 RMAT(14HL TERATION J., 3,3X,36HMAXIMUM ~ELATIVE ANGE  ENS I 





C SPLINE CALCULATES FIRS[ A_D SECOND DERIVATIVES AT SPLINE POINTS




































IF IQ.EQ.L3) WRITEI6,LO00) N,IXil),Y(II,SLOPEII)tEMII),I=LtN)
RETURN





~IBFTC LINE UG 
B~OUTINE LI~E IX.Y.N,SLOPE,~M) 
 
 LINE LCULATES I ST ~D OND ERIVATIVES T LINE INTS 
 D ONDITION OND ERIVATIVES RE E E   INT D 
 DJACENT INT 
e 
MON /BOXI S I 100) ,A I 100) ,B ( 100) , ell 00) , F 1 100) , I L 00) ,SB I 100) , 
1 I2DO) 
I ENSION NI,YI~I,EM(NI,SLOPEIN' 
TEGER  
00 10 [ 2, N 
10 )~XI[) X(I-ll 
O=N-i 
(NO.LT.2)  fa 0 
00 0 I=2,NO 
4(I =SIII/6. 
 ( f 1=( S I I I +S I r + 1 I 1/3. 
(11)=511+11/6. 
0 (I)=(y I+lI-Y(I I/S I+LI-IY II-Y(I-III/SI() 








I 11 =0. 
DO 0 1=2,N 
I)=8(I -AI '*S61[-11 
61 I )=C   I/WI II 
itO IIl=IHII-ACI *GII-lII1WIIl 
IN)=:;CNI 
00  1 2, N 
=N+I-1 
0 MIK =GIK'-S6I '*EMIK+11 
LOpcll'=-SIZ'/6.*12.*EMll)+EMI211+IYIZ)-Yll)'/S(2) 
00 0 1: ,N 
0  OP Ell) = S 1 I ) 16. * 12. *EM C I , +E Mil-II) +( Y 1 I ) - Y C f -1 , II SCI' 
 ( .EQ.13) RITE(6,1000) ,CXII),YIII.SlOPEII),E~II),I=l,NI 
ETURN 












SPLINT CALCULATES INTERPOLATED POINTS AND DERIVATIVES
FOR A SPLINE CURVE







































70 IFIZ(i).GE.(1.I*XII)-.I_X(2))) GO TO 120




IF(Z(II.LE.(I.L_XIN)-.t*X(N-[))) GO TO 120
50
~lhFTC INT  
BROUTINE I~T ( , ,N,l,MAX,YINT,DYOX) 
c 
 INT LCULATES IN RPOLATED I TS  RIVATIVES 
C F   INE E 
C  NU TION - ND RIVATIVES E  S E   I T  
C ~OJACENT I T 
 
50 
MON /60X/S(lOO),A O),BIIOOI,CII00),Fl1001,WIIOO),SBIIOOI, 
I II001,EM(IOOI 
01 HENSION  (  I, YI N I,ll MAX) ,VI NT I X) ,OYDX (MAX I 
EGEi{  
IF( AX.LE.OI RETURN 
II I  (.) 
00 10 : ,  
10 51 II=XIII-XII-l) 
NO=~-l 
I I O.lT.21 GO T  JO 
  1 2, O 
II'=SIII/6.0 
B( II=(SI I 1+51 1+1 I 113.0 
( [1=$( 1+11/6.0 
 I'=IYII+l'-Y(III/SIIHI-IYI '-YII-IIJ/SCI' 
30 I ) = -.  
6(1)=1.0 
BINI=l.O 






 0 1 2,N 
I I l=lH I)-All I*SBI I-ll 
S I I'=CI I I/WI II 
40 llI=(FlI'-AIII*G(J-lII/WIIl 
E INI=GIf\J1 
 0 1=2, N 
=N+I-I 
0 MIKI=GIK)-SBIKI*E~IK+ll 




GO TO 130 
0 FIlII'.GE.!l.1*X(lI-.1*XI2)))   20 
RITE (b,IOOOI lill 
Q  16 
GO TO 120 
80 K=N 




















FORMAl (54H SPLINT USED FOR EXTRAPOLAT[ON. EXIRAP_LATED VALUE : t
[G14.6)







RITE ,1 001 llII 
 =  
GO T  20 
0 II([I-XIKI) 20,100,110 
1 0 INHI)=YIKI 
O fa 30 
110 =K+l 
I IK-NI 0,90,80 
120 INTI II  MIK-ll*IX K)-lIII 1**3/6./S K'+EMIK'*IIII'-XIK-1"**3/6. 
1/SIK1+(YI 1/SIK'-EM(KI.SIKI/6.1*(l(I'-XIK-11 1+IY(K-ll/S(KI-EMIK-ll 
*S KI/6.1*(X(KI-l( III 
130 YOX(I'=-EM(K-11*(X(KI-lII 1'**2/2.0/SIK'+EMIKI*(XIK-1'-lIIII**2/2. 
10/SIKI.IYIKI-Y(K-11'/S KI-IEMIKI-EMIK-111*SIKI/6.0 
40 aNT I:~UE 
XA  AXOIN,MAX) 
(Q.EO.l6) R TE(6,10l0) ,MAX,IX(II,Y(I ,ZI I, INT!II,DYDX(II, 
l l, XAI 
  I J 
ETURN 
1 0 RMAf ~4H PLINT SED R TRAPOLATION. TRAPOLATED LUE = , 
I 14.61 
1010 RMAT ,21HNQ. F INTS I EN ,I3,30H, O. F TERPOLATED  
l TS ,13/l0X,lHX,19X l Y,16X,lIHX-lNTERPOL.,9X,11HY-INTERPOL., 






C SPLN22 CALCULATES FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES AT SPLINE POINTS




































IF IQ.EQ.18) WRITE(btIO00) NtIX(1),YIII,SLOPE|I),EMIII,I=ItN)
RETURN




SIBFTC lN22 BUG 
BROUTINE l~22 I ,Y,YIP,Y P,N SlOPE,EMI 
 
 LN22 LCULATES I ST ~D OND ERIVATIVES T LINE INTS 
 D NDITION ERl~ATIVES EC FIED  D INTS 
 
MON /BOX/SIIO A I OI,BIIOOI,CI 00),FII OI,WIIOOI,SBIIOOI, 
1 I2DO) 
I ENSION INI,Y(NI,EMINI,SLOPEIN) 
TEGER  
O L  1 2,N 
10 (()=X(I' X(I-l) 
O=N-i 
( I O.LT.ZI   0 
  1 2,NO 
(I'=SIII/6. 
( I I=ISI I I S( 1+1 1113. 
II=S( 1+11/6. 
0 (II= YII+l'-YI IIISII+I'-IYII'-YII-LlI/SIII 
30 I )  INI/6. 
6(1)=SI2)/3. 
S( I '" INI/3. 
ILI=SI2116. 
( ll=(YIZ'-YI llIlS(2)-YlP 
I ) :: NP-IYlf\/)-Y(N-!t lISIN) 
lll=Blll 
BIU=CIlI/W(l) 
( l)=F( ll/WI 1) 
O 0 Z,N 
I I )=B( 1 -AI I I*SBI (-11 
SI I I=CI I1/WIII 
40 II : FII'-A I*GII-LJ'/W(1I 
INI=5INI 
  Z,N 
=N+l-[ 
0 MIKI=GIKI-SB( I*E~(K+ll 
LOPEIl'=-SI21/6.*12.*EM 11+EM(2)'+(YIZI-YI111/SI21 
  1=2,N 
0 LOPEII'=SIII/6.*(Z.*EM II+EM(I-111+IYI[)-YII-111/SIII 
 ( .EQ.18) RITE(6,10001 ,IXII),YII),SlOPEI I,EM(II,I=l,NI 
TUKN 





ROOT FINDS A ROOT FOR (FU_CT MINUS Y) IN THE INTERVAL IA,B)
COMMON SRW,ITER, IE!WDtLERI2),NER[2]
INTEGER SRW






IF (SRW.EQ.21) WRIIEI6, L010) I,X,FX,DFX,INF
IF {ABS{Y-FX).LT.TOLERY) RETURN
IF (I.GE.IO00) GO TO )0
I= I+I
IF (INF.NEoO .OR. DFX°EQ.O.) GO TO 20
X= [Y-FX)/DFX÷X
IF (X.GE°A .AND. X.LE.B} GO 70 I0
X = A+IOLERX_FLOAT{I)
IF(I.EQ.I) X = B
GO TO I0





TO00 FORMAT {]2HLINPUI ARGUMENTS FOR ROOT -- A =GL3.5,3X,_H_ =,GL3.5,
I 3X,3HY :,GI3.5,3XIBHTOLERY =tGI3.511IH ITER. NC. XtlIX,
2 2HFXtI5X,3HDFXtIOX,)HINF|
I010 FORMAT {SX,13tGL6.5,2GI8.5,16)
L020 FORMAT |L4HLROOT CALL _0.,13/47H ROOT HAS FAILED TO CONVERGE IN I0
LOO ITERATIONS/4H A :tGL4.6, LOX,)HB :_GL4.6,1OX,3HY :tGI4.6)
END
53
H FTC oor EBUG 
BROUTINE OOT(A,B,Y,FUNCT,TOLERY,X,DFX) 
c 
C OT I~DS  OT R U~CT I US I  E ERVAL ( ,B) 
C 
MON W,ITER, 'IID,lER(2),NER(2) 
EGER  
 W EQ.Zll RITE(6,10 D) , ,Y,TOLERY 
T LEKX= ( -A)/IODO. 
B2= ( +B)/2. 
1   
=  
0 L NCT( , ,DFX,INF) 
 RW EQ.Zl) RITE{6,1010) ,FX,DFX,INF 
 I BS(Y-FX).lT.TOLERY) TURN 
 E.IOOO)   3  
1  1 1 
 F.NE.O R. OFX.EQ.O.1    
= ( -FX) IDFX+X 
 .GE.A D. .LE.B)  TO 1  
 ~ +TOLERX*FlOAT(11 
lI.EQ.l)    
  10 
0  I .LT.AB21 =X+TOLE~X 
 I .GE.AB21 =X-TOLERX 
  1  
0 RITElh,10201 ER(ZI,A,B,Y 
P 
10 0 ~MAT 132HIINPUT GUMENTS R ~OOT -  G13.5,3X,3H3 , 13.5, 
1 ,3HY =, 13.5,3X,8HTOLERY , 13.5/17H ER. O. ,17X, 
 FX,15X,3H FX,10X,3HINFJ 
1010 RMAT 15X,13,Gl6.5,2G18.5,(6) 
1 20 RMAT 11 LROOT L ~ .,I3/47H OT S ILED  NVERGE  1  
































IF (INIr(SURFI.EQ.I3) GO TO 30
[NIT(SURFI= 13



















IF(BLDAT.LE.O) GO TO 30






SIBFTC LCD BUG 
BROUTINE CD 
C 
C LCD LCULATES LAOE ETA ORDINATE S  NCTION F  
C 
C 
O MUN RW,ITER,( ~D,LERI21,NERI21 
O MON IINP/G M,A~,TIP,RHOIP,WTFL,OMEGA,O~F,BETAI,BEJAO, 
1 BI,MBO,MM, BBI,NBL,NRSP,MR(50I,RMSPI50I,BESP(501, 
 BLDAT,AANDK,ERSO ,STRFN,S CRD,INTVL,SURVL 
O MON I ALCON/M IMI, BIPl,MBOMl MBOPl, MMl,HMl,HT,OTLR,DMLR, 
1 I CH C ,EXPON,T W,CP IP,TGROG,T I BU,LAMBDA,TWl,ITMIN,ITMAX, 
 IP, SI21,BVI2I,MVIIOOI,IVII01I,ITVIIOO,21,TVIIOQ,2), 
 TDMVIIOO,21,BETAVII00,21,MHIIOO,21,DTDMHIIOO,2I,BETAH1100,2), 
 HIIOO,2),BEHIIO ,2',RMIIOO),BEIIOOI,OBDMIIOOI, ALIIOO), 
 AIIOO) 
H ON I EOMINI HQRDI2',STGRIZ),MLEI2),THLEI2' ,RMI(2),RMOI2I, 
1 IC2"ROIZI,B I(2),BETOI21,NS I12',MSPI50,2',THSP(50,21 
O MON I LCOCHI M(50,Z',INIT(21 
TRY lIIM, HETA,OTD~,INF) 
TEGER LD T,AANDK,ER O , TPFN,SLCRD,SURVL,AATEHP,SURF,FIRST, 
I PER,Sl,ST,SRW 
EAL ,KAK,lAMBDA,LMAX,MH,MLf,HR,MSL,MSP,MV,MVIMl 
EAL , MLE, SPM~,MMMSP 
RF= 1 
IG~= 1. 
  10 
TRY L2(M, HETA,OTDM,INFI 
RF=  
IGN=-l. 
10 F=  
SP: SPIISURFI 
 I lrISURF).EQ.13)   0 
I ITISURFI=  
C ITIAL ALCULATION F I ST ND ST LINE INTS  LADE 
L 
C 
 : ETIISURF1/51.295119 
  [ I A) 
SPCl,5URFI  IISURF)*ll.-SIGN*AAI 
  RTIl.-AA**21 
HSPI1,SURFI  IG~*BB* I(SURFI/RMIISURFI 
ETllSURFI  A/BB/RMIISURF) 
  ETOISURF1/51.295119 
  I I A) 
SPIN P,SURF)  HORDISURF)-ROI URFI*ll.+SIGN*AA) 
 : QRTI1.-AA**21 
HSPINSP,SURFI  TGRISURFI+SIGN*BB*ROISURFI/RMO(SURF) 
ETOISURF)  A/BB/RMOISURFI 
  =l,NSP 
SPI (A,SURFIs SPIIA,SURF)+MlEISURFI 
0 HSPIIA,SURFI= HSPIIA,SURFI+THLEISURFI 
L LN22(M PI 1,SURF),THSPIl,SURFI,BETIISURF',BETOISURF),NSP, 
1 A,EMIl,SURFI) 
[ IBLOAT.LE.OI    
 I UKF.EQ.ll wRITEI6,lO O) 
R TElb,lOlO) RF 
RITE 6,1 20) I SPI[A,SURF),THSPIIA,SURF),AAAIIA),EMIIA,SURFI, 
1 ( =l,NSPI 





30 KK = Z
IF (N._,T.MSPII,SURF)) GO TO 50




IF (MMLE.LT.-DMLR) GO TO 90
MMLE= AMAXI(O.,MMLE|
THETA= SQRT(MMLE*(2.*RI(SURF)-MMLE)}*SIGN










50 IF (M.LE.MSPIKK,SURF)) GO TO 60










THETA= EMKMI*MSPMM**3/6./S ÷ EMK*MMMSP**3/6./S
[ MMMSP + (THKMI-EMKMI*S/6.)*MSPMM








IF (CMM.LT.-DMLR) GO T3 90
CMM= AMAXI(O.,CMM)
THETA= SQRTICMM*(Z.*RO|SURF)-CMM))*SIGN














I000 FORMAl (IHItI3Xt33HBLADE DATA AT INPUT SPLINE POINTS)
lOl.O FORMAT(IHL,17XtI6HBLADE SURFACE,16)
1020 FORMAT ITX ,[HMtlOX,SHTHETAtIOXtIOHDERIVATIVE,5X_[OHZND DERIV. I
l (4Gl5.5))
tO30 FORMAT IL4HLBLCD CALL NO.,13/)]H M COORDINATE IS NOT WITHIN BLADE/
14H M =,GI4.6,IOX,6HSURF =,G14.6)
END
55
30 KK = 2 
IF IM.GT.MSPll,SURFII GO TO 50 
e 




IF ( M E.LT.-DMLR) GO TO 90 
MLE= MAXl(O.,MMlE) 
THETA= QRT(MMLE* Z.*RI(SURFI-MMLEII*SIGN 
I  (THETA.EQ.O.I GO TO 40 
R M= I(SURFI-MMLE 
DTDM: M/ HETA/RMIISURFI 
THETA= HETA/RMI(SURF +THLE(SURFI 
RETURN 
ItO I F= 1 
DTDM = 1. IO*SIGN 
THETA= HlEISURFI 
ETURN 
e LONG PLINE URVE 
C 
c 
0 I  ( .LE.MSP(KK,SURFI) O  0 
If ( K.GE.NSPI O TO 70 
  K+l 
O  ~O 
0 = SP(KK,SURFI-MSPIKK-l,SURF) 
KMl= MIKK-l,SURfl 
K= ( K,SURfl 




HETA: K l* SPMM**3/6./S + K* MMSP**3/6./S + IT K-EMK*S/6.)* 
1 MSP  I KMI-E KMl*S/6.)*MSPMM 
TDM= KMl* SPMM**2/2./S  K* MMSP**2/2./S + THK-THKMI-IEMK-
1 KMlI *S/6. 
TURN 
C T AILING E q DIUS 
C 
 
10 e = HORDISURF)+MLEISURFI-M 
 I M.LT.-DMlR)  J  
M= AXl(O.,CMMI 
ETA= RT(CMM*12.* OISURFI-CMMII*SIGN 
 T ETA EQ.O.I    
~ OCSURFI-CMM 
 z M/THETA/RMOISURFI 
A  R(SURFI+ HETA/ MO(SURF)+THLE(SURF) 
 TURN 
80  1 
  -l.E *SIGN 
ETA: T LEISURFI+STGRISURF) 
URN 
 OR URN 
 
 RITEI6,1030) R(2),M,5URF 
 
1 0 Al IIHl,1 , 3HBLAOE A  I T I E TS) 
1010 RMATIIHL,17X,16HBLADE S RFACE,14) 
0 AT 17  ,lH ,10X,5 HETA,10X,lOHO RIVATIVE,5X,lOHlND RIV. 1 
1 1 15.51 ) 
10 0 fO AT 11 8LCD L ~ ,I3/33H  C RDINATE I   I IN DEI 






C DENSTY CALCULATES DENSITY AND VELOCITY FROM THE WEIGHT FLOW PARAMETER




IF (VEL.NE.O.) GO TO IO
RHO = RHOIP
RETURN
IO TTIP = I.-(VEL**2÷TWLMR)/CPTIP




IF(RHOWP.LE.O.) GO TO 30
VELNEW = VEL÷(RHOW-RHOT_VEL]IRHOWP
IF(ABS(VELNEW-VEL)IVELNEW.LT°oO001) GO TO 20
VEL = VELNEW
GO TO 10
ZO VEL = VELNEW
RHO = RHOW/VEL
RETURN








[OOO FORMAIII6HLDENSTY CALL ND.,I)I9H NER{I) =,I]/IOH RHO*W















National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, December 9, 1968,
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SI TC NSTY UG 
BROUTINE ENSTYIRHDW,RHO,VEL, WLMR,CPTI ,EXPON,RHO(P,GAM,AR,TIPI 
 
 OENSTY LCULATES ENSITY  LOCITY   EIGHT  AM TER 
 ENSITY rI S LOCITY 
C 
MON W,ITER,IEND,LERI2l,NE~(21 
EL '" !l. OW/RHO 
 I EL.NE.O.I   10 
HO:: OIP 
TUR"f 
10 IP :: 1 I L+*2+TWLMRI/CPTIP 
I I TIP.lT.O.l    
P • IP *IEXPO~-l.l 
OT :: OIP*TEMP+TTIP 
OWP  L *2/GAM*RHOIP/AR*TEMP/TIP+RHOT 
I I HOWP.lE.O.l    
El EW : L+IRHOW-RHOT*VELl/RHOWP 
I BSIVELNEW- ELIIVElNEW.LT •• OOOll    
EL  El EW 
   
20 EL:: Et EW 
  OW/VEL 
TURN 
 ROG  . AM*AR/IGAM+1.l 
L  ~TITGROG*TIP+Il.-TWLMR/CPTIPII 
  HOIP*ll.-IIIEl**2+TWLMRI/CPTIPI**EXPON 
MORW  OW/RHOIVEL 
ERIlI  ERlll+L 
RITEI6,1000) ERlll,NERlll,RWMORW 
I 4NERll'.EQ.50' P 
TURN 
L O RMATIL6HLDENSTY L O.,13/9H ERIll ,13/10H O*W  7.4, 
 I ES E AXIMUM LUE R O*WI 
 
SI FTC I  BUG 
NCTION F IM, I 
MON LCON/MBI l,MBIPl,M OMl, BOPl,MMML,HMl,HT,DTLR,DMLR, 
1 I CH,CP,EXPON,TWW,CPTIP,T OG,TBI,TBO,L MBDA,TWL,ITMIN.IT AX, 
 IP, Dol S 1 2 ) • Bill 2 ) , Mil ( 100) , I II 1 101 ) • IT II I 100,2 I , T V I 100,2 I , 
 TOMVIIOO,21,BETAVIIO ,21,MHIIO , I,DTOMHIIOO.21.BETAH1100,21. 
 ~H I00.21.BEHIIOO.2 .RMIIOO"BE(100"DBDM(lOOI. LIIOO), 
 AIIOOI 
  [M'+I -ITVIIM,l  
TURN 
D 
ewis esearch enter, 
56 
ational eronautics d pace dm nistration, 
leveland, hio, ecember , 68, 
91-05- 0-02-22. 
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